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• Police

Dorm fight leads to baseball arrest
By Bill Stewart and
Jim Davis
Maine Campus staff
Two University of Maine students — including baseball player Justin Phillips — were arrested by Public Safety early Monday morning for their role in an
alleged altercation that took
place in Gannett Hall.
"At 3:50 a.m. Monday morning, campus police were called
to Gannett Hall," UMaine

spokesman Joe Carr said. "Following an investigation, police
charged Brad Veilleux with two
counts of assault and one count
criminal mischief.
"Justin Phillips was charged
with one count assault and one
count criminal mischief."
According to Carr, both
Veilleux and Phillips had gained
entrance to Gannett Hall and
were allowed into a dorm room
where the fight allegedly took
place.

"We would describe it as a
lingering dispute involving these
individuals," Carr said. "They
gained access to the building and
knocked on the door and were
admitted into the room."
Phillips was unavailable for
comment.
Baseball coach Paul Kostacopoulos said Veilleux is not on
the team, although he did try
out. Phillips, however, has been
suspended from the team.
"He (Veilleux) tried to make

• Fitness Center

Latti loan amount in question
By T.L. Church
Maine Campus staff
Many people at the University of Maine use the Latti Fitness
Center to get into shape, but like
all good things, this, too, has a
price.
Every semester students are
given the opportunity to sign up
for Latti. If they choose to do so,
the charge is $35 per semester.
Many people have been curious as to why this fee is charged
and what exactly it is going to.
According to Latti employees,
all the money that students, faculty and anyone else who pays
to use the facilities goes into a
fund for the repairs and upkeep
of Latti.
"There is a $7,000 service
contract with a company in Augusta. They take care of the servicing of all the equipment," said
Associate Director of Athletics

David Ames.
The money is also going toward a loan taken out a few years
ago by the former interim athletic director.
"There was a loan taken out
for around $190,000,and we use
the money to pay that back. Not
to mention any repairs, cleaning
supplies, whatever is needed, it
comes out of this fund," Ames
said.
Anyone who works at Latti
also gets paid out of this account.
"The money obviously has to
go toward the upkeep. You have
to pay the people that work there.
Plus, it is for any new equipment
that they purchase," said Athletic Business Manager Susan Randall, though she was unable to
name any new equipment that
had been purchased.
Some confusion seems to exist as to the amount of money

made at Latti and the exact size
of the loan that is needed to be
paid back.
Randall said she believed that
as much as $150,000 was made
on the $35 fee, though she was
not able to furnish the exact number of people who use the fitness
center. The center, however,
only repays roughly $50,000 a
year toward the initial loan. Randall believes the loan was for
more than $200,000 and not the
$190,000 that Ames stated.
In speaking to a few of the
students that used Latti, many figured the money went to student
workers and cleaning ofthe equipment, while others had no idea.
"I have no idea where our
money goes, but it obviously
isn't for the support ofthe equipment. I assume the stuff gets
vacuumed once in a while. Latti
needs help," recent graduate
Danielle Leblanc said.

it as a position player, but he
didn't make the team," Kostacopoulos said."From a baseball
standpoint, Phillips has been
suspended indefinitely until we
can get all the facts in."
Kostacopoulos said he was
disappointed to learn of the situation — the sixth UMaine stuSee PHILLIPS on page 4

University of Maine outfielder
Justin (Jay)Phillips. (File photo.)

ELECTION 498 RETURNS
Fair Election Practices Chair
Mellisa Williams Paradis has
announced the following unofficial election results for the 1998
Student Government elections:

Residents on Campus President - Jonathan Duke

Student Government President - Lyn McLaughlin

Off Campus Board President Chris Barstow

Student Government Vice President - Scott Morelli

Off Campus Board Vice President - Chris Moody

Residentson Campus Vice President - Kathleen Burke

• Diversity

Change moves slowly
amid discrimination
By Kathryn Ritchie
Maine Campus staff

Students representing different minority groups across campus gathered in the Bangor Lounge
Monday to air their grievances,
exchange solutions and discuss
how respect can be brought to a
campus that needs it.
"It's good to recognize the difference between people, but at
the same time,it causes divisions,"
senior Mike Long said."We really need to come together and realize we're all human beings. It all
comes down to love, I feel.
"There's so much lack oflove
in the world."
Each person brought a different perspective to the casual discussion "Can We Create Campus
Community That Promotes Diversity?," which was part of both
the Peace and Justice Luncheon
series and the Black History Celebration.
Amir Reza, a graduate assistant at the Intensive English Institute, spoke of a number of problems faced by international students on campus. Just this last
weekend, two international students were harassed by two other
students on a bus ride home from
the Oronoka for being European.
The students were apparently upset that the men had started up a
conversation with two American
women.
In another case,a studentfrom
Smith
and
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Gomez
take
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not having his passport on him,
when he was only there to pick up
a friend. Officials didn't detain or
even question another international student, who was white.
It's hard to lobby for change in
the face ofthat kind ofdiscrimination, according to Reza.
"You can't exactly go to a senator and say, 'I won't vote for
you,' because you don't have the
See DIVERSITY on page 5
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• Gulf crisis

• Attack

Leaders confident they have upper hand

Rwandan rebels kill 58 people

MUSCAT,Oman(AP)— U.S. military commanders in the Persian Gulfsay they
will have more than enough firepower to handle any contingency within days should
President Clinton decide to strike Iraq.
Defense Secretary William Cohen, following meetings today with top Omani
political and defense officials, was traveling to the United Arab Emirates and Qatar to seek
support for America's stand against Iraq and to brief them on plans for military action if
diplomatic efforts fail to end the impasse over U.N. weapons inspections.
A senior military officer traveling with Cohen said the addition of up to 3,000 U.S.
troops, meant to help defend Kuwait, was part of another piece ofthe building block of U.S.
armament gathering in the region.
'It's coming in, so we will shortly have ... what we feel is adequate force to do what we
need to do and take care of any contingency," the senior military officer said.
"We are probably looking at a week to 10 days,and I'll be satisfied," the senior officer
said.
That time frame would allow for the arrival of armored ground forces from Fort Hood,
Texas, and of the latest contingent of 42 combat and supply aircraft Cohen ordered to the
Gulf states of Kuwait, Bahrain and the Indian Ocean island of Diego Garcia.

KIGALI, Rwanda (AP) — Hutu rebels armed with farming tools hacked 58
people to death after sneaking into northwestern Rwanda,a government official said
today.
The rebels attacked the village of Ngugo, near the border town of Gisenyi in
western Rwanda, on Friday and started massacring people in their homes, Gisenyi Gov.
Jean-Baptiste Muhirwa said.
Muhirwa told the private Rwanda News Agency that 18 families had vanished in the
attack, which was not reported until today.
'They indiscriminately hacked to death babies, women,children,old people,regardless
of whether they were Tutsi or Hutu," Muhirwa said. The carnage would have continued if
the army had not intervened, the news agency said.
Muhirwa said 64 other villagers were wounded in the attack and eight were missing,
apparently kidnapped by the rebels.
The attack was the third in a week in northwestern Rwanda.Last Wednesday,assailants
swinging machetes and hoes slaughtered 33 people in neighboring Ruhengeri region.
The military believes the assailants are Hutu rebels who crossed into Rwanda from
neighboring Congo,formerly Zaire.
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• Shooting

Customs officials killed
on Germany's border
GOERLITZ,Germany(AP)— Hours after two
German customs officials were shot and killed on
the Polish border today, a man trying to crash into
Germany from Switzerland opened fire, slaying a German
customs officer and a Swiss colleague.
German Finance Minister Theo Waigel issued a statement after the first shooting, east of Dresden, calling it
"the worstincident involving German customs officials in
postwar Germany."
While Germany and other Western European nations
are moving toward open borders, Germany has tightened
controls in recent months along its frontiers to guard
against illegal immigrants, primarily Kurds and Turks
from the south but also migrants and contraband from the
east.
On the Polish border,at Goerlitz,German officials said
a Ukrainian man shot and killed two customs officers
inspecting a tourist bus entering Germany.
The man grabbed one ofthe officers' pistols when they
started to remove a grate from a ventilation duct in the back
of the bus. Both customs officers were killed, and two
travelers, from Kazakstan and Ukraine, were wounded,
German authorities said.

3

• Ice hotel

No heat, but hotel
gets warm reception
JUKKASJAERVI, Sweden (AP) — Like many
high-class hotels,the one in Jukkasjaervi loans clothes to
guests who are improperly dressed. It's not a matter of
style, but of survival: The hotel is made ofsnow and ice.
The only kind oftuxedo that would fit in at the Ishotellet —
or the Ice Hotel — is the sort sported by penguins. Guests who
mill around in the lobby prefer snowsuits to Armani.
Not that anyone does serious lounging in a lobby where the
seats are ice blocks covered with reindeer skins. Instead,guests
admire the vaulted snow ceiling and the ice chandelier (lit with
low-heat optical fibers), playfully pretend to watch the ice TV
and then head for the bar.
Over shots of vodka — there's no beer because its low
alcohol level means it would freeze in the 23-degree room —
they talk bravely of the night to come.
"I'm not worried.IfI don't make itthrough the night,atleast
Iknow I'll be well-preserved," said Tom Andrews ofHinsdale,
a guest on a night when the hotel — heated only by candles
and human metabolism — seemed toasty compared with the
minus-8 temperature outside.
TheIshotellet,now in its eighth year,has become an unlikely
success story, drawing tens of thousands of people a year to
Jukkasjaervi, an end-of-the-road hamlet 100 miles above the
border of the Arctic Circle.
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Weather
The Local Forecast
Today's Weather
Increasing clouds. Highs
40 to 45.

Thursday's Outlook
Periods of rain andfog.
High in the lower 10 mid
40s.

Extended Forecast
Friday...Snow showers
likely. Lows in in the 20s to
lower30s.Saturday...Chance
offlurries. Sunday...fair.

1
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• Academics

Students anticipate new Women's Studies major
By Kristen Dobler
Maine Campus staff
Students have the choice of several new
majors since the Board of Trustees voted in
January to approve a bachelors degree in
women's studies, masters and doctorate degrees in marine biology and a masters in
marine policy.
Ann Schonberger,director of Women in
the Curriculum and Women's Studies, said
at least two students will be graduating this
summer with a degree in women's studies.
Since the major had been in planning, people who wanted to obtain one were able to
take expected required courses and women's studies electives.
Schonberger said plans for the new major were started a year ago and went through
a long process of approval from many university system and university groups.
Schonberger said Women in the Curriculum and Women's Studies had to prove the
importance and need of the major, since
there isn't a large demand for women's
studies majors in the state.
Schonberger said the major was deemed
possible when the College of Liberal Arts
and Sciences, which the program is a part of,
came together last year. She said she is
happy that the major came to be, but she is
most happy that the students got what they
wanted.
"I'm very pleased to be able to provide it
to the students," she said.

Involving students throughout the process was essential to see how many wanted
the major and what they wanted it to be like.
"We kept them informed and able to give
input along the way," she said.
Schonbergersaid WIC and WS had hoped
for a women'sstudies majorfor quite awhile.
"We've wanted one for a long time, but
we were led to believe it was financially
impossible," she said.
Schonberger said she hopes for a graduate degree in women's studies in the future,
butfor now she is concerned with getting the
resources in place for the undergraduate
degree. A women's studies minor has been
in existence since 1989.
Schonberger said planning for the major
went well because of a strong base the
women's studies faculty, minor,and classes
formed.
"All those things made it much easier to
do than if we were just starting from the
beginning," she said.
Jenny Lyons, a sophomore women's
studies and history major, said the major is
long due, and she is really excited to take
more classes inside of the major.
Lyons said a women's studies major sets
a precedent for less traditional avenues of
students to have majors.
"The women's studies major is really
important, not because it's just to study
women, but it's a jumping-off point for
other majors on other campuses we have yet
to incorporate," she said.

Lyons said the major was good for anyone interested in diversifying their academic program. The major can be combined
with any other to enhance a student's understanding of women and women in their
chosen area of interest.
"You come out of undergrad with a lot
more perspective," she said.
Charley Martin, a junior women's studies and anthropology major, said the women's studies major is beneficial when combined with another major or on its own.
"It's worthy on its own," she said.
Bruce Sidell, director of the school of
marine sciences, said the new programs in
his department are planned to be incorporated into the school this fall, but could possibly be this summer.
Sidell said the MS and the Ph.D.in marine
biology were created because of the number
of marine biologists at the university.
"We have between 22 and 23 marine
biologists and we're among the largest faculties in the nation," Sidell said.
Sidell said the school has received inquiries about the marine biology programs
from all over the world. The marine policy
program has received attention, but not as
much.
Sidell said the MS in marine policy is
going to be fairly unique compared to programs offered at other universities.
"It will provide students not only with a
sound background in marine science, but
also social science," he said.
Sidell said this will benefit graduates of
the program because most who are in the
field deal with only marine science or with

only social science.
"Here, hopefully, we will produce a bilingual education," he said.
The Board OfTrustees approved a BS in
marine studies last year and it has been in
effect since fall 1997, Sidell said.
Sidell said retired President Frederick
Hutchinson formed a task force to examine
what the university should do with its facilities to improve them. The task force found
that although the university had many experts in marine-oriented subjects,they were
distributed over many academic sources.To
solve this problem, the university created
the school of marine sciences.
Sidell said the school is trying to avoid
giving its undergraduate marine science students an education that will leave them
limited options once they graduate. The
school is aiming at providing a well-rounded education to marine studies students so
they will have many options once they graduate.
Stuart Goldberg, a sophomore marine
science major, said he was originally in the
forestry program,but transferred over to the
marine science program once it came into
existence.
Goldberg said he is impressed with the
program and that the professors are good.
He said the problem with a new program is
disorganization, but there are ways to work
it out.
"People should think ahead and get more
background from the students," he said.
Sidell said the school hasn't gotten everything in place with the new programs,but
is making great strides.

et that
special someone
now that you care,
end them a valentine
in The Maine Campus.
„.„

Ann Schonberger,director of Women in the Curriculum and Women's Studies.
(Jason Canniff photo.)

- ree 1Pbiu4lhollie ftiutiro-ube_r.
F

thrFOruary 13t11,, e Maine
Campus will have a special color
section for Valentine's Day. 'f
cost is only $1.50 per Rue.
Deadline is ThursdarE
February 120 at 3

Thursday, February 12th at 5:30 pm

Wilson Protestant Student Center
67 College Avenue, Orono 866-4227
The Pot Luck meal is provided by the Old Town United Methodist Church
Come as you are, bring nothing, and enjoy a home-cooked meal!

For additiQrx 'itrmation
call us at5814273.
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Do you follow UMaine athletics?

Bekah Austin
Second-year student
from Augusta, Maine

Stefanie St. John
Third-year student from
Boylston, MA

Preston Noon
Fourth-year student from
Springvale, Maine

David Triggiani
Third-year student from
Brunswick, Maine

Dana Hodgkins
Second-yearstudentfrom
Ellsworth, Maine

"I do certain sports - hockey,
women's basketball."

"Well, sometimes. I like to
know when the hockey team
wins, but that's about it."

"Yes. Obviously I follow the
ones I'm directly related to
[track]. And the other ones
would be the ones I enjoy."

"A little bit. Hockey, women's
basketball, pretty much."

"Not really. I transferred from
Syracuse University,so I kind
of follow them still."

Phillips

from page 1

dent-athlete to face disciplinary action
this season.
"It's disappointing from a standpoint
we're getting ready to move into our
season," Kostacopoulos said."It's upsetting because it detracts from what we are
trying to do."
Phillips and Veilleux are scheduled to
appear in 3rd District Court in Bangor on
March 27.

Black Bear pitcher Jon Dickinson said
the news came as a shock to the team.
"We went to practice yesterday(Monday)and he(Kostacopoulos)told us what
happened," Dickinson said."He's a good
kid and it was a shock. We definitely
didn't expect that."
Phillips, a sophomore outfielder for
the Black Bears, played in 41 games for
Maine last season. He hit just .167 in his

UMaille Sports:the victory, the defeat, the pride.
Read it in Sports.
UMaine's thrice-weekly newspaper

The Maine Campus

first year and had 13 runs batted in.
The Concord, N.H., native transferred
from Clemson University after the 199596 season, but did not compete for the
Tigers.
Fellow outfielder and teammate Rex

Turner says he does not know much about
what occurred early Monday morning,
but he believes the Black Bears will miss
Phillips' presence on the team.
"Physically, what he brought to the
team, he is very talented," Turner said.

The Maine Campus recycles.
Share it with a friend.
UMaine's thrice weekly newspaper

The Maine Campus

STUDY A
Numerous study abroad opportunities are availab e
to University of Maine students in a variety of countries
in Africa, Asia, Eastern and Western Europe, and Latin
America.
Students may use their financial, aid for study abroad
and may earn credit toward their majors while overseas!
To learn more about study abroad, contact
Beth Eustis, Study Abroad Advisor, in the Office of
International Programs in Winslow Hall, room 100, or
call 581-1509. The application deadline for study
abroad for Fall 1998 or the 1998-99 academic year
is April 1, 1998.
The Study Abroad Resource Room is located on the
third floor of The Maples and is open to students every
afternoon, Monday - Friday:
Monday:
12:00 noon - 5:00 p.m.
Tuesday:
12:00 noon - 4:30 p.m.
Wednesday:
12:00 noon - 5:00 p.m.
Thursday:
12:00 noon - 4:15 p.m.
Friday:
12:00 noon - 4:15 p.m.
Visit the Resource Room to learn more about overseas programs'
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• GSS

Room and board will increase
will be held at the Maine Center for the Arts
on Feb. 27. Performing will be well-known
jazz musician Jimmy "Fingers" Varner, the
Campus Living will increase room and son ofJames Varner, president of the Greathas
board by five percent, Sen. Jonathan Duke er Bangor Area NAACP.Jimmy Varner
in
Festival
Jazz
Sinbad
in
the
d
performe
said at last night's General Student Senate
ons.
Temptati
the
with
and
Aruba
meeting last night.
Varnerencouraged students to attend the
A loss in enrollment, in addition to the
to give the university some positive
show
fact that room and board wasn't raised last
publicity.
year, left Campus Living with no other op"By our presence we make a statement
tions, he said.
the beauty of diversity,togetherness and
for
"There was nothing we could do," he
for others regardless of their race, collove
said.
creed or lifestyle," Varner said.
religion,
or,
Duke said Campus Living is finalizing
n to allocate $3,000 for the
A
resolutio
the budget now and the Board of Trustees
to help the Off Campus
budget
senate's
will vote on it in March.
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Bumstoc
enhance
Board
a
Vice President Scott Morelli proposed
e BudgetExecutiv
the
to
sent
and
GSS
the
new resolution to prevent the Student Gov.
evaluated
be
to
e
Committe
ary
ernment president from planning or signing
Sen. Channing Geele said the funds
an authorization form for activities done by
help Residentson Campus bring down
would
boards such as Residents On Campus or the
of a Friday night concert and also
cost
the
Off Campus Board.
bring better entertainment to the
to
help
"The president can encourage the boards
festival.
to do things,but allows OCB and ROC to do
The senate voted in favor of a resolution
what they want to do," Morelli said."In the
a paid position for a student govcreate
to
past they have done an excellent job and
gy consultant.
technolo
ernment
there's no need for the president to move
would be responsible for
t
consultan
The
in."
government board and
student
up
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of
Timothy Fox, treasurer and secretary
student governkeeping
for
and
pages
web
the
d
the human rights coalition, announce
ical advances
technolog
of
informed
ment
Black History Rhythm and Blues Concert
that effect the group.
A resolution to put a $500 cap on the
from page 1
spending from the legal contingency fund
l $150 to the univerwith the outside world," Leonard Gadzek- and to give an additiona
so new books
Services
Legal
Student
sity's
po, an assistant professor of art, said.
library.
legal
its
for
bought
be
could
The best way to reach the university,
Legal services representative Victoria
and students who aren't interested in diversaid the cap was needed so there
Curtis
sity, may not be through lectures such as
be a flagrant use of funds as has
wouldn't
this one, as one student pointed out, behappened.
recently
just
cause the same people attend each time.
$500 is the average amount
said
Curtis
"We need to reach the people who are
and if people need help
case
a
on
spent
not here,"junior Sara Silverstein said."We
legal services would
bills
extra
for
paying
need to reach them through mandates."
slush fund to help
its
from
money
take
Ferreira said he hears quite a bit about
them.
administrative groups being "committed"
The senate passed a new resolution to
to diversity, but questions if that is true, as
to the Student Heritage Allithere are no retained black faculty. He allocate $400
its Pajammie Jam.
for
Center
ance
said the university must first decide if
Laprocina said the event
Ebony
Sen.
diversity is truly a goal they want to strive
sexual responsibility on camfor. If they do, the next step is to draw up would promote
on,condoms and dental
informati
where
pus
a plan and bring in specialists to orchesprovided.
be
would
dams
trate it.
"It's not just a good time; it's learning
He predicted that if big changes aren't
sexual responsibility," she said.
about
made in the next 10 to 20 years, not just at
senate passed a new resolution to
The
UMaine,but across the country, the nation
up to $2,000 from the senate's rollallocate
will see another civil rights movement.
to the Guest Lecture Series
budget
over
"I think the second time around is going
ing line, pending support
programm
board
to be uglier," Ferreira said.
from other organizations.
By Kristen Dobler
Maine Campus Staff

ROC President Jonathan Duke announces a room and board increase for the
next academic year. (Caleb Raynor photo.)

Diversity
right to vote," he said.
Eric Mannl,a Penobscot,said one problem Native Americans face on campus is
being viewed in a historical fashion. As an
example,he passed the new university view
book, which contains information about
the university, pictures and an application,
around the audience. Though a picture of
Chief Big Thunder and an ash basket appear on the cover, there are no pictures of
native students inside.
Just that morning, Mannl said he ran
into problems with the campus catering
service while trying to secure native food
for an upcoming function.
"They said,'Why should you be treated
different?" Mannl, a graduate assistant at
the Wabanaki Center, said.
Adonis Ferreira,assistant dean for Multicultural Programs, said getting campus
kitchens to cook ethnic food has been a
problem other groups have run into as well.
Several people viewed this as a sign of
of support from the university for
lack
a
people who wish to retain their cultures.

"We want all these people to come here
and grow and assimilate, but that's crap,"
Shannon Fisher, who works for multicultural student affairs, said.
One faculty member said the university
is doing a disservice to students by giving
them an education in a racial setting that
does not reflect the real world.
"The students must be armed to deal

National Student
Exchange
"Experience a Different State
of Learning"
Spend a semester, Spend a year
at one of 150 institutions around the
country.

507

IT OUT ~

Visit an America you never knew existed.
Eric Mannl displaying a not so diverse
view book. (Chris Taggart photo.)

Manna Food Drive
The University Bookstore

and V.O.I.C.E.
will be co-sponsoring a food drive to benefit

Manna Soup Kitchen
NSE Information Session
Sunday February 15
Bangor Lounge(2nd floor)
Memorial Union
Kim Johnston, NSE Coordinator
103 Chadbourne Hall;581-1570
kim_johnstonah4mit.771ai7lef44

throughout the month of February.
Donate a non-perishable food
item to Manna at the Bookstore and
receive a coupon for 20% off of selected
items during the month of February.

7Q4/A5/77
7:00 p.m., 100 Donald P. Corbett
sery ed
free and open to the public—refreshments Ns ill he

Help us to help Manna!

or Rsi....!‘109.
Studies..iiid
Office (of Multicultural Student %Hairs. Peace

I 405
Fr 11101V mi ,ammIi.im. C.Iii SS 1-

C,r-spoisureci h
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• Gay rights

High voter turnout passes citizen's referendum
AUGUSTA (AP) — Conservative
Christians said a strong grassroots effort
made the difference in their fight to repeal Maine's gay rights law Tuesday.
"I think we framed the issue properly
so they could understand it," said a jubilant Paul Volle, executive director of the
Christian Coalition of Maine.
"I think it was very confusing in the
past," he said from his campaign's headquarters in Augusta. Gay rights activists
"tried to demean the vote because they
kept saying, 'Well, it's only going to be
25 percent,' but it looks like it's a third of

the voters...It was a heavy turnout for a
special election, and I think the voters
have spoken decisively."
But Elizabeth Birch, executive director of the Human Rights Campaign, said
the vote result reflected the need for a
federal law to protect homosexuals and
lesbians against discrimination.
"This is disappointing, but it in no
way reflects the real views of the citizens
of Maine," Birch said. "What this reflects is an inability to get people to the
polls.
"The opposition was deceptive in

• Environment

Cranberry bogs harm salmon
PORTLAND(AP)— A company faces fines for clearcutting 53 acres of land
near a Washington County river where the
state is trying to restore wild runs of Atlantic salmon, but the incident does not
appear to have caused significant environmental damage.
Cherryfield Foods,owned by Oxford Frozen Foods of Nova Scotia,cleared the land in
November and December to make way for
cranberry bogs near the Pleasant River.
"They screwed up, it looks like," said
Dennis Bailey, press secretary to Gov.
Angus King. "I don't know why, or what
happened, or what their excuses are, but
they're going to have to pay the piper."
The director of the Land Use Regulation Commission said the river probably
won't be affected by the work because it's
so far away, and because coarse soils on
the site will resist erosion.
However,the incident is troubling,John
Williams added, because of the salmon
conservation work taking place in the
Pleasant River watershed."The company
needs to appreciate that we have those
permit conditions in there for a reason,"
he said."This project can be very good for

the state, but only if it's done right."
Cherryfield Foods obtained preliminary permits last year to create cranberry
bogs in Township 18,an isolated region of
blueberry barrens and peat bogs midway
between Ellsworth and Machias. The
project was reviewed by LURC.
No work was to be done in the area
after Oct. 15 without the state's permission. The company also was supposed to
submit a final development plan and wildlife survey and hire an independent, onsite inspector before construction began.
None ofthose conditions has been met,
Williams said, and when an inspector for
the commission visited the site last month,
he found that workers had already cleared
53 acres.
The incident also blackens the image
of Maine's salmon conservation plan,
which was accepted by the federal government two months ago as an alternative
to protecting salmon under the Endangered Species Act.
The company also faces a possible fine
from the Department of Environmental
Protection, because the work violated the
conditions of a DEP wetlands permit.

terms of using the message of equality,
which really plays on the citizens of
Maine's sense of fairness and non-discrimination," she said.
Birch predicted the fight for gay rights
would go on in Maine.
"I know that the people of Maine care
about this issue, I know that they believe
in basic fairness for their gay citizens,
and we will never, ever give up," she
said. "We will go back to the Legislature, we'll go back to the people."
Gov. Angus King, who appeared in a
television commercial promoting the law
he signed last year, said he was disappointed.
"I think it was an opportunity to say
something really positive about the confidence of the people of Maine, but it was
a close vote," King said from his residence in Brunswick. "I frankly always
thought it was going to be close and
thought it was an uphill battle."
King emphasized he had no regrets
about his role in the campaign.
Randy Tate, executive director of the
national Christian Coalition, said those

seeking to repeal the law faced a daunting challenge, especially since they were
outspent at least 7 to 1 by the other side.
He said his organization spent at least
$40,000 in the effort.
"It's clearly a victory tonight for the
pro-family activists that outworked the
well-funded opponents," Tate said. "I
mean it's a clear victory for the values
that have made Maine a great state."
The campaign against the repeal refused to concede victory late Tuesday
night, insisting their numbers were different from those being reported.
"We're finding discrepancies," said
Joe Cooper,spokesman for Maine Won't
Discriminate, the principal group fighting against the referendum.
Campaign manager Karen Geraghty
said it was too early to discuss their next
move.
"We think that a majority of Mainers
don't support discrimination," Geraghty
said. "We feel like we had a lot of hills to
climb in this election, the middle of winter, the biggest ice storm that we've seen
in quite a while,so we had a low turnout."

• Land mines

Activists protest at plant
SANFORD(AP)— Peace activists plan to
demonstrate next week atthegatesofthe Vishay
Sprague electronics plant to protest its alleged
role as a parts supplier to manufacturers ofland
mines.
A report last year by the Human Rights
Watch ArmsProjectidentified Vishay Sprague
as the only company with Maine ties involved
in land mine production.
Land mine opponentssay they hopeto bring
public pressure on Vishay,whoseSanford plant
employs about 850 people in the production of
tantalum capacitors used to regulate the flow of
electricityin such products ascomputers,household appliances and cellular phones.

"We're willing to go to the maton this,"said
Jack Bussell, director of Maine Veterans for
Peace,one ofthree peace groups that have tried
to initiate discussions with Vishay.
A spokesman at the Sanford plant declined
commenton the planned protestand thecompany's alleged role in land-mine production. He
referred questions to the plant's parent company, Vishay Intertechnology, in Malvem, Pa.,
where a call to a spokeswoman was not immediately returned.

The University Bookstore
Stop in at the bookstore all this
week and sign up to win in one of
our 13 drawings to be held on
Friday the 13th!
There will be drawings for 6 different
Beanie Babies ,as well as books and other
gift items throughout the day!
Puffer-10:00
Snort-11:00
Pounce-12:00
Stretch- 2:00
Blackie- 3:00
Peace Bear- 4:00

Who says Friday the 13114
is unlucky ???
Not the University
Bookstore.

Student Appreciation
Sunday
• Free Pizza Lunch
• Free Concert by the Student
Band "President Reality"
Sunday,February 15, 1998
10:45 AM

Vin something
your sweetie
"alentine's
a

Pathway Weslyan Church
Bangor Motor Inn Conference
Center, Bangor
Entry forms available at registers
no purchase necessary!
One entry per person please.

For more information: 942-7212
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• Lewinsky

Subpoena leaves limited options for former White House intern
"I don't think she's got a whole lot of protection against self-incrimination. Starr
WASHINGTON (AP) — Monica
Lewinsky faces several choices, none of good options," added Drake University could then get a court order requiring her to
testify under limited immunity. And then,
them pretty, now that she has been sum- law professor Hunter R. Clark.
Independent counsel Kenneth Starr sub- she could either testify or prepare for probmoned to testify before a grand jury withpoenaed Ms.Lewinsky to testify Thursday able jail time.
out full immunity from prosecution.
Ginsburg said Tuesday his client will
If she invokes the Fifth Amendment, about an alleged affair with President Clinshe could still be ordered to testify with ton and cover-up. Her lawyer, William appear in court when she is required to do so
Ginsburg,has accused Starr ofreneging on and will not defy a court order. Failure to
limited immunity.
If she still refuses to talk, she could end an agreement to give her full immunity show up would mean a contempt ruling and
up in jail like Whitewater figure Susan from prosecution in exchange for her testi- jail.
"She will do what she has to given the
McDougal,who has been behind bars since mony.
Without full immunity,legal observers situation she finds herself in," Ginsburg
1996.
"It's a chess game with each side look- say, events could well follow the same said. "She will not go to jail like Susan
ing for an advantage on the next move," path as in many other cases with reluctant McDougal. She has no intention of falling
said Neal Sonnett, a Miami criminal de- witnesses: Ms. Lewinsky could refuse to on her sword. On the other hand, she will
testify, relying on her Fifth Amendment exercise all of her constitutional rights."
fense lawyer.
A full immunity agreement still might
be worked out before Ms.Lewinsky's grand
• Doonesbury
jury appearance.By summoning Ms.Lewinsky to testify, Starr is "ratcheting things up"
and could pressure Ginsburg for a deal
more to prosecutors' liking, said former
KANSAS CITY, Mo.(AP) — At least the syndicated strip.
The Observer offered to fax or mail copies federal prosecutor Barbara Nicastro.
four newspapers have refused to run two
Full immunity would protect Ms.Lewin"Doonesbury"stripsinvolving allegations that of the cartoon to anyone who wanted it.
It isn't the firsttime Garry Trudeau's work sky from any prosecution over whether she
President Clinton had sex with a White House
lied in a sworn statement in which sources
has been pulled from the comics pages.
intern.
The Observer dropped an earlier"Doones- said she denied having an affair with the
The Charleston (W.Va.) Daily Mail, The
Charlotte(N.C.)Observer,the Herald-Dispatch bury" series involving allegations that Vice president.
Under limited immunity, her own testiof Huntington, W.Va.,and the Valley News of President Dan Quayle was dealing drugs.
Lebanon,N.H.,refused to run the strip Monday Other newspapers have strips dealing with mony could not be used against her, but she
and Tuesday when the phrases "oral sex" and Presidents George Bush and Ronald Reagan still could face criminal charges based on
and former Speaker of the House Thomas other evidence. People who testify under
"semen-streaked dress" appeared.
limited immunity generally are more reti"The words ... have run in The Observer's "Tip" O'Neill.
This week's"Doonesbury" strips involve
news columns. And they will again," editor
Jennie Buckner wrote in a column ofexplana- a "scandal facilitator" visiting an elementary
tion."But the news columns ... aren't read by school to talk about the allegations against the
president.
6- or 7-year-olds. The comics pages are."
The Providence(R.I.)Journal-Bulletin and
A front-page note in Monday's editions of
the Valley News read,"Two panels contain other newspapers decided to move the strip to
references to sexual acts thatthe editor deemed their editorial pages.
"We wanted to get it away from the comics
likely to offend many readers in the context of
page where kids could read it. The op/ed page
a cartoon strip."
More than a dozen editors have called is more ofan adult venue,"said Journal-BulleUniversal Press Syndicate this week to com- tin editorial page editor Robert Whitcomb.
Trudeau didn't return telephone
plain about the cartoon's handling of the alleto
subscribe
calls
Tuesday.
newspapers
gations. About 1,400

Papers pull Lewinsky cartoons

cent than those who cooperate under full
immunity.
Temple University law professor Edward Ohlbaum said that no matter what kind
of immunity Ms. Lewinsky might receive,
"I don't think she's going to be a willing
witness under any circumstance at this point,
and I think (Starr) understands that."
But Clark said that in Ms. Lewinsky's
case,even if she gets limited immunity she
should "just spill it, the whole deal" and
hope Starr decides not to prosecute her as
he goes after bigger fish.
Nicastro agreed,saying,"Once you are
under either compulsion to answer or you've
agreed to testify, your best bet is you tell it
all and tell the truth."
One thing Ms.Lewinsky won't do,lawyers predict,is simply agree to testify without immunity. Such testimony could leave
her wide open to prosecution for perjury,
encouraging someone else to commit perjury or witness tampering.
Even if Starr were notified that Ms.
Lewinsky planned to invoke the Fifth
Amendment, Nicastro said the independent counsel should try to question her
anyway instead of immediately getting a
limited immunity order.
Witnesses cannot take their lawyers into
the grand jury room, and Nicastro said
sometimes when they are questioned "all
of a sudden the person talks."

Does Religion Have
a Place at the
Public University?
Does God Have a Place in
the Public Forum?

EWING THE
INVIIPORTANT
ENT DI
TREA11ENT
KE.
Your
telephone
can make
the difference
between a stroke
that may take a few
weeks of recovery and one
that takes a life. Because the
faster you call an ambulance and get
to the hospital. the greater your chance of
limiting brain damage_ 'lb learn more,contact
your nearest American Heart Association.
Yeit can help prevent heart disease. We can
tell yvz heat,

4stipArytiorticcin Hdipcort Assc•cicetican
sy.see or..v.ried

paa1,15,
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$ GRADUATE STUDENTS ONLY $

Research and Travel Grants
$
Association of Graduate Students offers grants up to $s
$ The
$ $500 per semester. Applications are available at: the AGS $
office (Memorial Union), the Graduate Center
$
$
$ (Estabrook), or on FirstClass. Spring Deadline: 2/20/98. $
$ Grant Workshop: Thurs., 2/12/98, 5 to 7 PM,Estabrook. $
$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$

Dr. John D. Hannah is
Department Chairman and
Senior Professor of
Historical Theology at
Dallas Theological
Seminary. Dr. Hannah
earned his Ph.D. at the
University of Texas at
Dallas, and completed a
Post-doctoral Fellowship in
American Studies at Yale.

Lecture and Discussion
Thursday, February 19
7:30-9:00 PM
Damn Yankee
Memorial Union
Sponsored by Campus Crusadefor Christ, Inter Varsity
Christian Fellowship, the Off-Campus Board and ROC.
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• Arson

• Defamation

Suspect pleads guilty to fires Trial targets rape accusers
SACRAMENTO,Calif.(AP)—A man found a red plastic gasoline can wrapped in
pleaded guilty today to torching seven abor- a dark garbage bag.
When Andrews was stopped in Vantion clinics under a plea agreement that
could send him to prison for nearly seven couver, Wash., for speeding in June 1996,
state troopers found red containers and
years.
Richard T. Andrews,60,of Wenatchee, dark garbage bags, plus a butane torch, a
Wash.,admitted a three-year arson spree at road flare, plastic pipe, a respirator and a
clinics in California, Montana, Idaho and Bible.
Prosecutors said they also had other
Wyoming.
Andrews, a retired insurance company evidence,including traffic tickets, mileage
executive with a long history of anti-abor- records and canceled checks suggesting
tion activities,stood with his hands clasped Andrews was responsible for the seven
behind his back as he was questioned by fires.
Andrews is the former leader of a
U.S. District Judge Lawrence Karlton.
group called the Christian CoWenatchee
He acknowledged his responsibility for
Policy, which worked
Public
for
alition
the fires and his understanding ofthe agreedoctors at one clinic to
get
to
successfully
ment with the government. He made no
in 1985. Anabortions
performing
stop
other statement.
the national
with
affiliated
also
was
drews
Under the terms of the agreement, AnRescue.
Operation
group
anti-abortion
drews faces up to 81 months in prison and
and sen1989
in
convicted
was
He
April
three years of probation at sentencing
trespassing
for
jail
in
days
10
to
tenced
21. He will be ordered to pay $400 in
during a 1988 anti-abortion protest.
restitution.
The seven fires Andrews pleaded guilty
Andrews,who had been free on $35,000
between January 1992 and
happened
to
custody.
bond, was immediately taken into
in Helena, Mont.; Red1995
September
felt
he
"Because of his family concerns,
Mont.; Boise, IdaMissoula,
Calif.;
ding,
this is the best thing for him," defense
Mont.; and
Kalispell,
Calif.;
Chico,
ho;
lawyer Kevin Gibbs said outside court.
Wyo.
Jackson,
In each of the attacks, investigators

POUGHKEEPSIE, N.Y. (AP) — The
Rev. Al Sharpton insisted at his defamation
trial today that he had no reason 10 years ago
not to believe Tawana Brawley's story of
abduction and rape.
Sharpton returned to the stand for a second day of testimony in the $395 million
defamation trial of three Brawley advisers
who accused Steven Pagones ofattacking the
black teen-ager in 1987.
William Stanton, Pagones' attorney,
played TV videotapes of Sharpton excitedly
accusing Pagones of rape. The former prosecutor, exonerated in 1988 by a grand jury, is
suing Sharpton, Alton Maddox and C. Vernon Mason.
When the three Brawley advisers appeared
on Phil Donahue's talk show a decade ago,
the videotape showed Sharpton saying there
was evidence that Miss Brawley was attacked by Pagones and others.
He also said that Pagones' father was
head of the Democratic Party in "that part of
the country."
Under cross-examination, Sharpton admitted he was mistaken about the elder

THE ADAY

Pagones' position in the party. He added,
"There's no question he has immense political influence. That's why it took so long to
bring a jury."
Sharpton said he got most ofthe information about the case from Miss Brawley's
family.
"I was not there when she identified the
suspects in a photo. I was around Tawana
Brawley when the names were called and she
never led me to believe that what her mother
told me was untrue."
On Monday,Sharpton repeatedly invoked
Martin Luther King Jr. as he cast himself as
more of a civil rights agitator than a detective
in the case. He said he relied on Miss Brawley's parents for details of his accusations
because "I would not engage in sex talk with
a 15-year-old girl."
Miss Brawley was found smeared with
feces and scrawled with racial epithets in the
small town ofWappingers Falls.She claimed
she was abducted and raped by several white
men.The case touched offracial protests and
led to an investigation that ended with a grand
jury pronouncing the entire thing a hoax.
Stop Smoking
Arriariccre 1-11.Ercart
Associcaticari

ATH•ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING MECHANICAL ENGINEERING BUSINESS ANALYSI

TAKE TECHNOLOGY

POWER.
When something is too extreme for words, it's to the Nth degree. And that's the
level of technology you'll experience at Raytheon.
Raytheon has formed a new technological superpower-Raytheon Systems
Company, composed of four major technological giants: Raytheon Electronic
Systems, Raytheon E-Systems, Raytheon TI Systems and Hughes Aircraft.
The new Raytheon Systems Company is driving technology to the limit. And
we're looking for engineers who want to push the envelope. Break new ground.
Make their mark.
At Raytheon, you'll take technology-and your career-to the highest possible
level. You'll take it to the Nth. We'll be visiting your campus soon. Contact your
career placement office now to schedule an interview, or check out our website
at www.rayjobs.com. If you are unable to meet with us, please send your resume
to: Raytheon Staffing, P.O. Box 655 474, MS-201, Dallas, TX 75265. We have
many exciting opportunities available and we would like to talk to you.

Internet: www.rayjobs.com • E-mail: resume@rayjobs.com
U.S. citizenship may be required. We are an equal opportunity employer.

EXPECT GREAT THINGS
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• Iraq

US readies sophisticated arsenal for future use against Saddam

version of the Tomahawk cruise missile. of 1,200 armored vehicles.
get, are the two key advantages.
The arrival of the B-1 bombers in Bahr"Since the war,I think we've made some Its warhead is encased in titanium to inillustrates the difficulty offielding weapgigantic strides in improving accuracy or crease its penetration of hardened targets ain
The plane was developed in the 1970s,
precision with which we can hit targets," and its targeting system is much simpler ons.
only to emerge with an array of perforsaid Ken Koval, an Air Force weapons than earlier versions.
The Navy deployed a limited number of mance problems. A long and costly proplanner. "We don't target buildings; we
converted the B-1 from a nucleartarget specific features on buildings, and new Joint Standoff Attack Weapons, or gram
JSOWs,directly from a testing program to weapons carrier to a conventional bomb
we're able to hit them very accurately."
The Air Force,though smaller,has more the USS Nimitz. The JSOW is a bomb that dropper.
The B-2 stealth bomber was certified to
planes that can drop precision-guided carries up to 145"submunitions" — bombcombat missions last year. Based at
bombs.The two carriers in the Persian Gulf lets that are released before impact and fly
Air Force Base,Mo.,it could fly
today — the USS Independence and USS which can strike numerous targets. The Whiteman
Iraq and return to Missouri
over
George Washington — carry more laser- Navy had to transfer its limited inventory missions
ofin-flight refuelings, part
series
a
through
guided weapons than the Navy launched of JSOWs from the Nimitz to the IndepenForce calls its "global
Air
the
what
of
throughout the entire Gulf War from six dence and George Washington when the
strategy.
reach"
Nimitz left the Gulf this week.
carriers.
The Air Force has only 13 active fighter
Another post-Gulf War weapon, the
has
Navy
the
,
important
as
Potentially
today compared with 24in 1991. But
wings
expanded the computer and communica- Sensor Fused Weapon, is an unguided
today's fighters are fitted for dropof
427
tions capability ofits warships,eliminating gravity bomb that carries 40 "skeet" subguided bombs,up from 320
precisionping
munitions, each one of which carries an
cumbersome ways of doing business.
to a senior Air Force
according
1991,
in
heat
"During the Gulf War, the daily air infrared sensor that can pick up the
reporters on condition
briefed
who
official
tasking order had to be physically flown signature of a tank or armored vehicle.
arsenal now includes
The
.
anonymity
of
out to the carriers because the Navy did not The B-1 bomber can carry 30 of these
a bomb designed
GBU-28,
nd
5,000-pou
the
have the communications and computer bombs so that, in theory, a single bomb
targets.
buried
deeply
destroy
to
pipelines to handle that," said Dan Kuehl, load could destroy a densely packed force
who helped plan the Gulf War air campaign
and now teaches an air power course at the • Astronomy
National Defense University.
Now all that information — targets,
routes, air-refueling rendezvous points,raWASHINGTON (AP) — An explod- giant, 20 times the mass of the sun, that
dio frequencies and more — can be piped
explodto the carriers electronically, the result of ing star that lighted up the southern sky reached the end of its lifetime and
degrees.
billion
10
to
greatly expanded "bandwidth" available in 1987 and then dimmed is starting to ed,heating instantly
High speed particles, called neutribrighten again as its high-speed blast
throughout the military.
nos, raced out from the explosion and
"The technology of getting massive wave creates a ring of fire.
Though not visible from the ground, lighted up a disk of gas that is thought to
amounts of information down to planners
billion
and targeters has been revolutionized," Kue- astronomers said Tuesday, the increas- have earlier formed a ring 100
ing brightness of the supernova remnant miles around the star.
hl said.
The glow from the explosion faded
surand
s
submarine
attack
is clearly visible in images taken by the
Navy
Some
energy, movface warships carry the latest "Block III" Hubble Space Telescope. They said light slowly,but a shock wave of
an hour, is
miles
from the ring offire should intensify over ing at about 40 million
ring of
the
into
now beginning to smash
the next 10 years.
• Fake fat
heatis
collision
"This is the first spark of some stellar gas. The violence of the
and
degrees
of
fireworks that will take place over the ing the gas to millions
next few years," said Robert P. Kirshner, setting it aglow.
Supernova 1987A is the brightest exCINCINNATI (AP) — Procter & utive director of the Center for Science in a Harvard astronomer.
since 1604.
The exploding star, known as Super- ploding star seen from Earth
Gamble Co.'s calorie-free but much-crit- the Public Interest.
the violent
of
fake
step
the
ons
for
P&G has big expectati
icized olestra fat substitute began its nanova 1987A, was first sighted on Feb.23, By following each
will learn
they
say
olestra
rs
where
1987, in ground telescope photo images process, astronome
tional debut on store shelves today after fat. In Indiana and Ohio,
of stellar
April
stages
since
nearly 30 years and $500 million in de- chips have been test marketed
of the Large Magellanic Cloud, a small more about the final
bought
were
1996,the company said they
galaxy of stars 167,000 light years from evolution.
velopment.
"We get to be witnesses to an event
P&G has been testing olestra, which it by 40 percent of consumers, an excep- Earth. The star is visible only from the
half
of
those,
that promises to tell us a lot about the
markets under the brand name Olean, in tionally broad reach. And
Southern Hemisphere.
times.
It's believed the star was a red super- death throes of a star," said Kirshner.
several cities, including in its own Fat- had bought the chips three or more
Free Pringles potato crisps. Frito-Lay
Inc.'s WOW!chips,sold under the Lay's,
Coming Attractions for
Ruffles and Doritos names, made their
Spring Semester 1998
first appearance on store shelves from
•
Seattle to San Francisco today.
Session
er
and
CED/Summ
Pringles
Learning
of
Lifelong
of
rollout
Division
The national
Tuesdays & Wednesdays 4:00 p.m. - 6:00 p.m.
other brands by both companies is exThursdays & Fridays, 11:45 a.m. - 2:00 p.m.
• Student advising
summer.
by
complete
pected to be
• Education and academic counseling
•Information on Continuing Education courses,
Olestra is a synthetic chemical made
Summer and
some
has
It
oil.
vegetable
Sessions, and Travel Studies
from sugar and
of the taste and texture of real fat, but its
Campus Ministries
Mondays, 1:00 p.m. - 2:00 p.m
molecules are too large to digest, so it
4/27)• Newman Center
(2/9 2/16, 3/16 3/30,4/6,4/13,p.m..
Wilson Center
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dle: Critics say it causes diarrhea and
Public Safety
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severe cramps. The Food and Drug Ad• Crime prevention information
ministration, in approving the product in
Insurance
Student Health Services - Student Health
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warning label on snack packages saying
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greater stomach problems than other
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for students to be heard.
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Olestra gives people diarrhea in far
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Counseling Center
A service of the Center for Students and Community Life
larger numbers than the company ac"Skips Busters: Coping with the Blues"
y"
the
entire
Campus
"Serving
Communit
Meet uc at the Tinian
knowledges and should be ordered off
statie_thts For weekly updates to the schedule
lg. or for more information, call 581-1406
the market,said Michael Jacobson,exec-

WASHINGTON (AP) — Titaniumtipped cruise missiles,big bombs that break
up into scores oflittle bombs, weapons that
can find targets through clouds and expanded computer power are among the
war-fighting tools the U.S. military could
use against Iraq.
A smaller but, the generals insist, more
effective force is carrying new weaponry
— some of it still experimental — to the
Persian Gulf region as the possibility of
airstrikes against Iraq increases. In addition to the B-1 and B-2 bombers and some
new bunker-penetrating bombs, the military has acquired greatly expanded computer power since 1991.
"We certainly have made some improvements in the accuracy of the weapons," said
retired Air Force Gen. Buster Glosson, one
ofthe senior air war commanders in the Gulf
War. "The deep-penetrating weapons and
their accuracy is a second improvement."
Not all the military's technological advances in the past seven years have been
translated into weapons in the field. Top
military commanders and weapons planners describe an intensive Pentagon effort
since the 1991 Gulf War to exploit and
develop precision weaponry but say many
of the fruits of that effort are still in the
planning stages.
Yet,new bunker-penetrating bombs,satellite-guided bombs and missiles that retain accuracy in bad weather, titaniumtipped cruise missiles and sophisticated
sensor fuses are gradually emerging from
weapons labs. The ability to destroy a target while reducing the risk of unintended
damage, and the ability to reduce pilot
losses by using fewer planes for each tar-

Supernova visible from Hubble

Olestra available despite side effects

The
Storefront
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Discrimination is alive and well
he supporters of the people's veto rights and whether those rights apply to
to repeal the gay-rights law passed homosexuals. Apparently they don't in
by the Legislature last year seemed Maine, and that is unfortunate.
The people's veto suffered from several
to be fighting an uphill battle for most of
the campaign. Their opponents spent more flaws. From the beginning, the question
money, bought more advertising and had was confusing. A "no" vote meant saying
Gov. Angus King on their side. In the end, "yes" to gay-rights and vice versa.
Another plague to the issue was the time
intolerance and fear defeated spending and
equality. In the process, homosexuals lost a of year it was decided. Had this question
been decided on an Election Day,the result
right they had fought hard to win.
There are two inconsistencies in yester- may have been different. Tuesday's 31 perday's result. Voters two years ago said no cent voter turnout was high for a special
to limiting the groups that could be classi- vote, but not for an Election Day or a meafied as protected to those already listed in sure this important.
Those who have experienced discrimithe Maine Human Rights Act. Polls conducted in the last few months have consis- nation in the past deserve protection from it
tently showed Mainers to be for the gay- in the future. Homosexuals in Maine no
longer have that courtesy.
rights law.
The issue doesn't die with this vote.
The issue has been particularly divisive
for the state of Maine, as both sides have The Human Rights Campaign has vowed
leveled serious allegations against the oth- to return the issue to the Legislature,
er. Each has claimed the other manipulated which can pass another gay-rights law,
which opponents will work to repeal. The
the facts for their own purposes.
The question was not about morality. It cycle will continue and waste more taxwasn't about special rights. Despite the payer money until one side or the other
claims to the contrary, the only issue voters gives up, which won't happen in the near
were to decide was the question of human future, if ever.

WAR.

WAR

T

The credibility test
addam Hussein will probably stand
out in history as the biggest late 20th
century burr in the behind of the
United States. Seven years later and we
have still not shaken this tenacious despot.
His stalwart confidence is so infuriating that just by refusing the U.N. inspection team access to suspected biological
weapon factories he has incurred an imminent air strike by the United Kingdom and
the United States. Taken by itself, the mobilization could easily be taken as a misplaced act of aggression.
However, no other country in recent
history has shown such a propensity or
willingness to engage in terrorist warfare.
Wholesale slaughter of Kurds, the pillaging of Kuwait, attacks on Israel and Iran —
Saddam has not hesitated doing any of
these things. Given the opportunity, he
would do more to gain power.
Other countries have protested the United States' intentions, because of its apparent imperialism. Russia, a longtime weapon supplier to both Iraq and Iran, is not
exactly the most worthy critic. Nor can we
stop simply at France's request. Both Can-

S

ada and Germany, however, have recently
added their backing to our resolve.
If the United States does not follow
through with its current course of action, international credibility will be lost.
Saddam is attempting to win a psychological battle with the will of the West.
He is not, as he claims, protecting the
security and sovereignty of a nation he
rules by fear.
Some say we must prove he possesses
biological weapons before a strike can be
ordered. But his overtly hiding something
from the West, and the proof that he has
used weapons of mass destruction against
other countries and his own people, mark
the necessity for retaliation.
We cannot topple Saddam outright. That
must be left to the people of Iraq. However, we also must not allow our fear of the
consequences stifle us from preventing surprise attacks on allied countries. In lieu of
a highly unlikely diplomatic victory, action must make Saddam respond. To shirk
from this duty as the world's leading nation would be the greatest preventable mistake we could make.
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• Guest column

•
Trying is the least we can do
By Chris Ryan Jones
still consider myself a youth of today.
I don't like to think about the fact that I
am old enough to drink, vote and drive
fast. I like to think my ideas are still fresh
enough to change the world. I'd like to
quote myself: "I am free to be awake,I am
frozen in my freedom, and no one can intoxicate my fear."
I'd also like to quote a musician: "I
try."
Yes, there are others out there trying
harder than me, some much harder. But I
am writing this to tell the youths of today, many of the non-youths, and those
who don't know what they are that I think
they are doing a poor job.
Instead of attending perhaps one of
the most important events on campus
this semester, an event I feel all students
should have attended, most students
chose to watch prime time television,
attend a sporting event, maybe do homework.
You should have gone to watch
"Hearts and Minds," directed by Peter
Davis, a Maine resident, on an atrocity
that should never have happened: the
Vietnam War.
This is an incredible, Academy Awardwinning film. Peter Davis attended the
film's showing to assist in the discussion
afterward and to learn as much from us as
we were to learn from him.
Whether you agree with the direction
of the film or not is irrelevant. It is a
crucial piece of our last half of the century. My generation just missed its occurrence, but the effects resonate through
our lives in every possible manner.
Davis wanted to know what we
thought, but all generations were underrepresented. What we thought. Doesn't
that mean anything to you? I couldn't
find any suitable words to answer. I suppose I am as guilty, but I accept my inability to accomplish many things. I wish
you all would do the same to realize how
great this school can be.
Our school could be greater if we
could have a better classroom than 406
Neville in which to conduct many of our
classes. How many classes have you had
in there, English majors? How often do
you sweat from the sinister heating mechanisms and shiver at the proximity of
the walls?

/

We don't need another stadium. We
need more people to clear the sidewalks, more computers, more space to
think, better books and more room in
which to eat a vegetarian lunch. We
don't need new grass where we can
cheer on our losses, but room to celebrate our successes and confront our
shortcomings.
This newspaper could be better. It is
so close to being a forum for quality and
alternative voices. Instead, it is a chance
to practice creating Associated Press news
bites and conservative almost-diatribes.
There are a few moments of glory, like
some of Scott Labby's pieces and Mr.
Gnu. Then there are depressing segments,
like superficial glosses of national headlines, Top Ten lists and a legacy of mithspeld werrds. The school needs to reallocate sports funds to the newpaper so it
can hire a spell checker.
It's not just youths, either. It's everyone — those whose biggest complaint is
that the school's star basketball player
got a misspelled headline. She has books
about her. Do you think one headline matters to her? Does it to you? How about
the ability for a wheelchair to get around
on campus in this weather?
The fraternities want a better reputation. We'll get to you as soon as the hockey team stops leaving racist slurs on football players' phones. The fraternities do a
lot of good, but would they if they weren't
required to? Why don't they educate
themselves, this campus and many others
on how to say no to rape, binge drinking,
drunken driving... Blah blah... What time
is it, is "Seinfeld" on?
I hate cigarettes.
It is very OK not to drink.
I hope you voted "no."
I have many more issues on my list,
but these are the ones in my face today.
I know I don't always accomplish what
I set out to do and that the horse I am
riding is a tall one, but I try. How many
of you drive that mile to school? Why
do you whine about the lack of parking
when it's your car that is taking up the
space? Use your legs — they will remind you why you are alive — to get
yourself somewhere. I am walking
somewhere. I try.
Chris Ryan Jones is a senior
English major.
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Death penalty serves
no moral purpose

arla Faye Tucker was hu- petty criminal put to death by ajury
man and did not deserve of racist rednecks. The death penala vindictive institutional ty is a frighteningly final judgment
death. Neither did Steven Renfro, and our justice system is human,
Ricky Lee Sanderson,Robert Smith, fraught with bias and blatant error.
A Congressional subcommittee on
Ted Bundy or John Wayne Gacy.
On the night of Feb. 3, 1998,the civil and constitutional rights found
petite brunette left her spartan hold- that between 1973 and 1993 at least
ing cell in the Death House ofHunts- 48 prisoners on death row were
ville,Texas' Coree Unit. Unchained found innocent, narrowly missing
by handcuffs or leg irons, Tucker their scheduled executions. How
died peacefully with a prayer on her many more innocent victims went
lips, the second American woman quietly to the grave, a direct result
to be executed by her government of the citizenry's compulsion to
• Column
blame?
since 1976.
Capital punishment is as unnecTucker was not the stereotypical
death row inmate. Hardly a homi- essary and antiquated a means of
cidal monster who needed to be destroyed for society's benefit, her alladdam Hussein has stalled should be resolved diplomatical- they're currently too scared to do. American appearance and pleasant
Those who say we cannot
U.N. weapons inspectors ly and that air strikes would kill
count on the Iraqi people to relong enough. It is clear he innocent Iraqis.
Diplomacy may be noble, but volt need only look at what haphas no desire to abide by the
cease-fire agreement that ended it isn't working. You cannot rea- pened recently when Iraqi soldiers went door to door orderthe Persian Gulf War and that he son with a madman.
True, innocent Iraqis may be ing families to send at least one
will continue to manufacture
weapons of mass destruction. He killed in an attack; Saddam has man to military training: nothhas continually turned weapons frequently packed his presiden- ing. The only people who
inspectors away, only to relent tial palaces with women and chil- showed for training were too demeanor belied her vicious crime. punishment as medieval torture.
but then block them down the dren. However, loss of innocent young or too old. Even then,
Pat Robertson's ministry em- Whether by lethal injection, the gas
they were not enthusiastic when
road.
braced Tucker's cause after her chamber or the electric chair, putit came to practicing battle cries
He is a smart dictator: He
prison conversion to fundamental ting criminals to death is costly. The
and other morale-boosting exknows his people don't like him
Christianity, and his large flock state of Florida spends nearly $3.2
ercises.
rose in her favor, but the state of million on each death row inmate,
Some military experts, such as
Texas stoically denied all appeals but only about $535,000 for an avretired French Col. Maurice
and extinguished Tucker's life at erage of 40 years for each prisoner
Thibaud, argue that anything
sentenced to life.
6:20 p.m.
short of a ground attack would be
Capital punishment is unfair, inThe Texas Board ofPardons and
ineffective in forcing Saddam to
Paroles' denial of clemency boiled efficient and morally despicable.
give in to the U.N. Security Coundown to political maneuvering to The sensitive 1990s have sanitized
cil's demands. Unless an attack
avoid the image of death-row bias. state-sanctioned murder for univerbut that they will not touch him. lives would be at the hands of eliminates Saddam, inspectors Tucker's drug-induced crime of sal public consumption,but in truth
He also knows that neighboring Saddam, not the U.S. military's. most surely will never gain ac- passion presented no continuing lethal injections are no less barbaric
countries will oppose any use The women and children who cess to suspected weapons sites, danger to society; she admitted her than burnings at the stake or hangof force against him, out of fear serve as shields have little choice; other experts warn. But Clinton guilt with deep remorse and was ings in the village square.
they will die whether they agree and his advisers have wisely dishe will attack them.
Justice can never be done by
committed to a prison ministry with
missed thoughts of a ground atLast fall, Saddam blocked to "protect" Saddam or not.
great potential to rehabilitate oth- further criminal activity. We deOther opponents of an attack, tack, which would be pointless and
U.N. inspectors because, he said,
spise vigilante actions, but encourers.
Americans on the inspection such as Gen. Peter de la Billiere, unnecessarily endanger the lives of
But Tucker was put to death to age the same mentality with capiteam were biased. After a few who led Britian's forces in the U.S. soldiers.
avoid nagging doubts of manipula- tal punishment. Regardless of
So be it; the inspectors would
weeks, he relented. This tithe he Gulf War, argue that an attack
tion whispered to the board by the whether a court has granted apbe in no worse position than they media. The death of a white wom- proval, no person has the right to
has offered no explanation for would accomplish little.
"Air strikes will cause a great are now, but Saddam would be
his blocking inspectors again.
an was deemed necessary to sal- claim the life of another.
Last week, President Clinton deal of damage and inevitably naked.
Psychopathic murderers and rapvage the institution of capital punAs long as he is allowed to
sent a third aircraft carrier to lead to heavy civilian casualties,
ists whose lives are the stuffofnightishment.
the Gulf, the USS Independence, but they won't topple Saddam or manufacture weapons of mass deAccording to the NAACP,more mares should be safely locked away
bringing the total number of make him surrender," de la struction, he is a menace to the than half of all Texas death row from society. But when the courts
Middle East and humanity as a
men and women military per- Billiere said.
inmates in 1991 were black. State sit in judgment and sentence the
The point of an attack whole. To take care of a ruthless
sonnel in the region to 30,000
prisons were 48 percent black over- accused to die, they are as guilty as
and giving the United States 400 shouldn't be so much to kill Sad- leader, you have to be ruthless all, while the state population was a the criminal.
warplanes. By contrast, Sadd- dam or make him surrender as it yourself. There's no other way.
Capital punishment has been
mere 12 percent black.
am's air force has a meager 100 should be to destroy his weapons
Personal bigotry should not play abolished in 99 nations, including
Ryan Robbins is a seniorjourwarplanes, many of which plants and repositories. It should
a role when a life hangs in the bal- France, Germany, Australia, Nicaalso serve to demoralize the Iraqi nalism and psychology major,
haven't flown in years.
ance, but the state of Texas has in- ragua, Spain, Canada, the United
Opponents of air strikes people to the point they may re- and is the opinion editorfor The corporated a tradition of racial bias Kingdom and Brazil. Executions
against Iraq argue that the matter volt against their dictator, which Maine Campus.
into its corrections system. A black have been outlawed in 15 states,
person who kills a white person is including Maine. Our federal gov11 times more likely to be put to ernment must follow suit. When the
death than a white person who kills United States takes the life ofone of
its citizens, the blood is on all our
a black person.
Letters to the editor can be sent to The Maine Campus, 4th Floor, Chadbourne Hall,
hands.
may
media
criticism
Although
University of Maine, Orono, ME 04469; via e-mail: to_the_editor@umit.maine.edu;
a
Tucker's
for
by
time
quieted
be
or by fax: 581-1274. Letters must be fewer than 250 words in length. Guest columns must be
Misty Edgecomb is a seniorjourthe death of one white
execution,
for
Campus
letters
edit
reserves
the
to
Maine
right
The
length.
between 600-700 words in
and natural resources manalism
inherent
woman will not fix the
length, taste, style, grammar, libel. Letters must include full name, address and
is a news editor for The
and
jor,
flaws of the system.
telephone number.
Campus.
Maine
a
for
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There can be no
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Your Daily
Horoscope
By Sally Brompton
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www.leold.com
by Roger and Salem Salloom0 1997
You know...you get born
and you think you've been dealt
3 queens and 2 kings. Your
parents start things off by
telling you, "You could be
president."

www.leold.com
by Roger and Salem SalloomiD 1997

Leold

www.leold.com
by Roger and Salem Salloom0 1997

I think! have
Tourette's Syndrome ofthe
hand. I've been making profane
hand gestures to cars when
they pass my dad on the
interstate.

Then you strut your special walk
up and down the street and you
talk to people at parties.

It's an involuntary digital
muscular response.

I want to be a great
leader ofpeople, but I'll start
small. First at the bus station
using non-verbal
communication I'll try to line
them up and march them
onto the bus.

Leold

Leold

My dad almost got into a fight.
So, I promised him for the next 2
weeks I'd keep my right hand in
my pocket.

I'm a magnetfor people
without a purpose. We find
each other the way brutes
find a certain street corner
together.

So,you make some more bets.
You try out for the team, you get
cut. You registerfor advanced
neurological physics. You get
an "F".

It's only my right hand. Maybe
it has been cursed by the devil.
Maybe my right hand has been
involved in some indecent
activityfor years and now is
suffering from past sins.

III can't get them on the bus,
at least, I'll make them
anxious. I'm pretty sure I can
do that. I'm a natural with
neurotics as well.

The world is filled with people
trying to do things that they'll
never ever be able to do. They
have stars in their eyes and doo
doo in their pants.

Ourfamily minister has
Tourette's too. His sermons are
very very colorful.

Eventually, I can have a
whole regiment ofneurotic
people who otherwise have
no purpose in life but are
very good about getting on
buses.

But the real cards you were
dealt was a pair of3's,a 6, a 4,
and a joker.

They'll be content as long as
they never look down to see
their real cards. Actually, they
never will look down, they're
very very lucky peas le.

Life i pretty darn good.

(
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IF YOUR BIRTHDAY IS TODAY: You
will be successful at whatever you do over the
next year. You may or may not make money
from it — that is not so important — but your
name will be up in lights. Don't follow the
herd, follow your instincts, even if it means
you are the only one in step.
ARIES(March 21 - April 19): If you feel
dissatisfied with your lot, now is the time to
start making changes. Speed and surprise are
the elements you need to succeed. A positive
aspect means there is little doubt you will accomplish your aims. Don't think, act — now.
TAURUS (April 20 - May 20): What you
feared would take months to accomplish can
be done in a few days if you push yourself to
the limit this week. If you are ambitious, now
is the time to let important people know what
you can do — and that you will go elsewhere if
they don't encourage and reward you.
GEMINI(May 21 - June 20): When was
the last time you felt so courageous? You are in
the right frame of mind to do something others
say is impossible. It may be impossible for
them, but they don't have what you have: a
desire to succeed at all costs.
CANCER (June 21 - July 22): Why is it
that something has to go wrong before something else can go right? Be that as it may, what
happens next is a perfect example of a negative
situation having a positive outcome. Complain
all you wish: You will come to love it by the
end of the week.
LEO (July 23 - Aug. 22): Trust your instincts today,even though what they ask you to
do is likely to annoy some people and make
others think you have lost your head. You can't
explain the way you feel nor should you try.
Actions speak louder than words. The consequences will speak for themselves.
VIRGO (Aug. 23 - Sept. 22): You can't
walk away from your responsibilities — although it is pleasant to daydream that you can.
The planets denote that you have duties to
fulfill. Other planetary influences suggest you
will be well rewarded for your labors.
LIBRA (Sept. 23 - Oct. 22): Is it a bird? Is
it a plane? No, it's a Libra rushing from crisis
to crisis faster than the speed of sound. You
may not know why you feel compelled to be a
superhuman good samaritan today, but you
know better than to resist your natural instincts.
SCORPIO(Oct.23 - Nov.21): There is no
way of knowing whether a certain situation
will turn out for the best or for the worst.
Maintain a positive attitude and be prepared to
act when the news you have been waiting for
comes through. It may be a serious situation,
but you don't have to worry about it.
SAGITTARIUS(Nov. 22 - Dec. 21): You
are an energetic person by nature, but the power that is flowing through you now seems unreal. We all have hidden reserves that we are
normally unable to tap, and those reserves are
flowing freely today. Use them to your best
advantage.
CAPRICORN(Dec.22 - Jan.19): Because
you have been so careful in the past you should
now throw caution to the wind and do something utterly outrageous. Not only will you enjoy the luxury of being totally self-indulgent,
you will impress important people and improve
your chances of moving up in the world.
AQUARIUS(Jan.20- Feb.18): You won't
find it easy to keep your feelings in check today.
Planetary activity makes you excitable to say
the least — but what's so bad about that? Solemn behavior is for solemn people; free spirits
such as yourself are allowed to break the rules.
PISCES (Feb. 19 - March 20): Are you
scared by the thoughts you've been having?
Are you afraid to mention them in case others
think you're crazy? You have never been more
rational. Talk to someone you know and trust
today — that person has been thinking the
same things too.
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IF YOUR BIRTHDAY IS TODAY: There
are so many positive aspects on your birthday
this year that you are sure to create something
wonderful. You are a unique and talented human being: Show the world what you can do.
ARIES (March 21 - April 19): You have
big ideas running through your brain, and you
can't wait to test them out on people whose
opinions you value. Before you do, however,
test them out on someone closer to home. It
could be embarrassing if you have overlooked
something simple but important.
TAURUS (April 20 - May 20): Say what
you mean and mean what you say today, because important people are going to be listening.
If they like what they hear — and they should
— you will probably be offered something to
your advantage before the end of the week.
Don't think twice — take it.
GEMINI (May 21 - June 20): Be extremely careful what you say and, more to the point,
what you offer to do today. You may promise
more than you could ever hope to deliver. The
best way to help those in need is to do something of a practical nature.
CANCER (June 21 - July 22): You will be
tempted to gamble today. You may even get
lucky and win. But there is no guarantee that
you will, despite what you want to believe. Planetary activity reminds you there is no easy route
to success: It takes hard work and common
sense, especially about money.
LEO (July 23 - Aug. 22): What you hear
today may shock you or delight you — it may
even do both — but do you really believe it?
Your instincts tell you that someone close is
embroidering what is really quite a simple story,
merely to make his/her own role look bigger.
Pretend not to notice — it makes no difference
to you.
VIRGO (Aug. 23 - Sept. 22): If it isn't
broken, don't fix it. And don't break something
just so that you can show how clever you are at
mending it. There are many positive things you
can do with your time today, and at least one
thing is genuinely broken and in need of repair.
LIBRA (Sept. 23 - Oct. 22): You have so
many options that you don't know where to
start. Start with whatever is sitting in front of
you at this moment. One thing will lead to
another, and before you know it you will have
created something of real and lasting value.
SCORPIO (Oct. 23 - Nov. 21): You feel
that you owe something to someone who has
helped you so many times in the past. You do.
That doesn't mean, however, that this is the
right moment to start paying back. That person
is getting along quite nicely. Save your assistance for when it is needed.
SAGITTARIUS (Nov.22- Dec.21): Your
mind is moving at such a speed today that the
rest of you may take a while to catch up. Your
thoughts become words so quickly you could
easily say something rash. You may not notice,
but others will. Be careful.
CAPRICORN (Dec. 22 - Jan. 19): Think
big today. Make plans that stretch years into the
future. Everyone needs a vision — something
to aim for and help make meaning of life—and
you are no exception. The practical side of your
nature will no doubt say "what about the details?" but they come later, when the time is
right.
AQUARIUS (Jan. 20 - Feb. 18): Almost
any day this week is astrologically perfect for
deciding what you want to do with your life. If
you feel the time is right, make that decision
today — if not, don't put yourself under pressure. Tomorrow will do just as well.
PISCES (Feb. 19 - March 20): Use your
imagination to create something special. You
are a highly creative person, but you don't always live up to your potential. If there is a
project you have been toying with, make up
your mind that you will start it today. Make it
your No. 1 priority for the rest of the year.
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New York Times Daily Crossword
ACROSS
Fit
7 Cricket sounds
13 Ordinary
14 More available
for use
16 Brother of
Tamar, in the
Bible
17 Pestiferous
is Mathematician's ordinal
19 "The Lux Show
star of 50's TV
21 Empty (of)
22 Deadline,
sometimes
24 Jackson and
others
25
Honey
(candy bar)

so McDaniel of
C&W
51 Speak for the
dead
53 Hauling fee
55 Make like new
56 Removed by
melting, e.g.
57 In Solomon's
way
58 Kind of room

26 Register
28 Map rtes.
29 Apply (for)
30 Comics debut
of 3/12/51
33 Caddie's item
34 Four-star
ratings, say
ao Move, in a way
41 Up to,
informally
42 Reddishorangish brown
43 Order on an
order
4410.test name

a

I aismilra

To bring a correction to our attention, contact the Editor at 5811271 between the hours of 9 a.m.
and noon, or stop by the office on
the fourth floor Chadbourne Hall.
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32

31

30
33

DOWN

Low sound
2 Like Samson,
before Delilah
461n(undisturbed)
3 Gilbert and
Sullivan
47 Whup
princess
48 Card game also
called
4 Sprinkle after a
shower
high-low-jack
5 Part of a famous
plane name
ANSWER TO PREVIOUS PUZZLE 6 Without
reticence
PUP
BOARICIS - TOT
7 It has a 60-year
OFR! RECICIAK
ERM
cycle
IOU
ADAM
APICITHY
8 Small game
NOSEGAY!) LASEIRS
9 Very dark
S
I NGS
0 L MUM]
FRET
LINODY1311 10 Map rtes.
YOR
ADMEN
01 L 11 1942 Abbott
and Costello
ENOL
PRIES
NUOIL
movie
TAU
REINS
CORER'
12 Arab, e.g.
STATURES
PODS.
CUB 1ST
13 Kind of flight
T I ILEIS
ONET
ONG 15 Not in its
ANCIA
original form
HORACE
DTS
I TON
ELEVEN
ART 20 At risk
LCIWE
D
E S 23 Going on and on
SERT
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42

41
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50
54

56
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58

57
Puzzle by Manny Nosowsky
25 --- of joy

(newborns)
27 Permissible
29 Toehold?
31 Part of
A.S.P.C.A.:
Abbr.
32 Big
34 Hole in the
ground
35 Antique dealers'
deals
36 Locale in a 1964
hit

37 Provide
pizazz
38 Whole thing
39 Bear-clawed
44 Automobile
headlight
holder

as Certain engine
48 SUppOrt, with
"with"
49 Lifeline site
52 Prince in
Ezekiel
54 Trap

Answers to any three clues in this puzzle
are available by touch-tone phone:
1-900-420-5656 (75c per minute).
Annual subscriptions are available for the
best of Sunday crosswords from the last
50 years: 1 -888-7-ACROSS.

Personal Astrology Consultations by Telephone
Call 1-900-726-3063 to talk 1-on-1 with a professional astrologer about your
personal concens — love and compatability, work, money,career,
relationships,family.
Not a tape or computer message! Astrologers are available seven days a
week, morning through evening, at a cost of $2.99 per minute, which is billed
to your telephone. The first minute is FREE.You must be 18 or older. Call
today — 1-900-726-3036.
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and the Arts
• Restaurant

Out-of-the-way spot provides dining enjoyment
son.The staff is friendly, the food delicious prices are a bit high,it depends on what you
choose to order.The sandwiches rangefrom
and the atmosphere relaxed.
Although the first impression may be $5 to $7,and the entrees are in the $11 to$14
that of a small, crowded restaurant, once price range.
Are you looking for somewhere differAn extensive wine list accompanies the
you're seated, it becomes a cozy environValentine's
this
ent to take your loved one
ment for romance. The scenic paintings on menu, with a variety of white and red wines
Day? Maybe try out some place you
the walls, soft background music, and dim available by the bottle (including chardonhaven't been before? Well, I have a suglighting add to the ambiance. High ceilings nay,zinfandel,cabernet and merlot).Severgive a spacious,airy feeling,and the smiling al of these can be ordered by the glass as
•Theater
staff is a delight. This is a non-smoking well. The beer selection is not quite as comestablishment, since the restaurant is con- plete, with a limited choice of domestic
tained in one room only, but I doubt that beers, but a surprisingly good array of imports and micro-brews. The offerings from
many complain.
our desire to know what happens to them.
By Kenny Volock
The menu has many dishes to choose the bar are also somewhat select, but on the
its
play
is
drawback
to
the
The
one
Special to the Campus
from,including soups and salads,roast duck, side of good taste, with a number of afterlength. The show runs around three hours. Cajun chicken, broiled haddock, and filet dinner cordials offered.
The most charming part of the evening
On Friday,Feb.5,the Penobscot The- If you are really into the story, it might mignon. The food itself is excellent and
not
into
you
are
long.
But
if
seem
as
not
the
kicked
off
atre Company in Bangor
tastefully arranged, pleasing to both the eye was at 7 p.m., when one ofthe chefs retired
secevery
counting
end
up
could
it,
you
Tennessee
second half of its season with
and the palate. The kitchen enjoys experi- his hat and apron and came to the dining
ond.
"A
Prize-winning
Williams' Pulitzer
menting with unusual sauces, allowing one room to present us with a wonderful array of
from
Bosactress
O'Brien,
an
Maura
Streetcar Named Desire."
to order duckling in a raspberry chambourd live piano music. I truly recommend that if
Blanche.
debut
as
PTC
makes
her
ton,
Dubois,
Blanche
The play centers on
sauce, chicken in orange flavor or mustard you want to fully enjoy the experience of
thirtyportraying
a
job
good
She
does
a
comes
a woman fleeing from her past. She
dijonaise,or even haddock served with blue eating out, you must arrive later in the
convince
to
trying
woman
something
sister,
evening,after the crowd has thinned out and
to New Orleans to live with her
cheese cream.
young
southstill
a
stranger
she
is
every
Stanley.
Stella, and Stella's husband,
While these may sound unusual, I can the atmosphere has relaxed. Although the
ern
belle.
escape,
However, instead of letting her
assure you that the chef knew what he was restaurant closes at 8 p.m. during the week,
University
a
Hammond,
Deborah
Elz
digging
up
the
Stanley becomes intent on
doing when he created the recipes. There the pianist was not able to start until an hour
Davidson
graduate,
and
theater
Maine
of
hide.
past that Blanche is trying to
are enough exotic flavors to satisfy even the before closing,so you might not want to get
performances
as
strong
deliver
Kane
also
gives
together
and
The cast works well
most particular of customers and leave one there too early. Reservations are recomrespectively.
Mitchell,
Harold
and
Stella
the
During
the play a good overall flow.
with the feeling of a truly enjoyable dinner. mended,so be sure to call ahead(945-5480).
performance
memorable
the
most
But
of
amount
While Thistles may not be the type of
early stages, there is a fair
There are even vegetarian entrees for toKowStanley
as
Stearns
of
Derek
is
that
alinterested
and
place that a college student can afford on a
humor to keep the audience
day's socially conscious individual,
overbearing.
He
blunt.
He
is
alski.
He
is
the
later
while the story sets itself up. By
most all of the meat dishes can be prepared day-to-day basis,for a special treat(such as
he
is
an
asspeaking,
Generally
is
rude.
into
moves
stages, as the story inevitably
with chicken instead. A salad bar is careful- a Valentine's dinner or to surprise a loved
gotten
have
its more dramatic scenes, we
ly nestled in the corner, so as not to disturb one with an elegant meal out) I could not
See STREETCAR on page 15
held
by
to know the characters and are
the customers. Although at first glance the recommend it more highly.
By Minzette Peterson
Special to the Campus

gestion for you.
Thistles is a small, elegant restaurant in
Maliseet Gardens on Exchange Street in
Bangor. Conveniently located in the downtown area between State and Washington
streets,it appears to be a favorite ofsome of
the local business people, and for good rea-

'Streetcar' stops in Bangor

• Performance

Comedian coming to UMaine
By Derek Rice
Maine Campus staff
About six weeks after NBC West Coast
PresidentDon Ohlmeyer decided he wasn't
funny enough to anchor the"Weekend Update" segment on "Saturday Night Live,"
comedian Norm MacDonald will bring his
act to the University of Maine.
Next Monday at 8 p.m. at the Maine
Center for the Arts, fans will get a chance
to see the 35-year-old "not very funny"
comedian up close. Tickets are still available for the show,sponsored by The Union
Board. They are $10 for students and can
be purchased at the MCA box office or by
calling 581-1755 or 1-800-MCA TIXX.
The Quebec City native began his standmore than a decade ago,performcareer
up
around Canada. After relocatclubs
ing in
ing to Los Angeles, MacDonald became a
writer for the ABC series "Roseanne."
While in Los Angeles,he headlined comedy specials on MTV and VH-1.
After writing for "Roseanne," MacDonald migrated east to New York. Before
arriving at"SNL"in 1993, he worked as a
writer for former "Weekend Update" anchor Dennis Miller's failed talk show. He
came to"SNL"as a writer. He spent a year
in that capacity before becoming a featured
player and then a cast member.
While with "SNL," MacDonald survived a total revamping ofthe cast in 1995.
Producer Lorne Michaels announced that

an all-new cast would take over at the start
of that season, but was quick to add that
MacDonald would return behind the "Update" desk.
As anchor,he delivered his views on the
news of the day with his trademark dryness, and cut his teeth on the O.J. Simpson
trial. He recently admitted on "The Late
Show with David Letterman" that he hated
the tape recorder bit he often used at the
"Update" desk.
Although he was fired from "Update,"
a move that angered fans and critics alike,
MacDonald has remained with the show,
continuing his roles as Bob Dole, Andy
Rooney, David Letterman, and most recently John Gray, author of "Men are
From Mars, Women are From Venus."
His replacement, Colin Quinn, himself a
veteran of the stand-up circuit, has gradually felt his way into a groove behind the
"Update" desk, but many agree he's no
MacDonald.
MacDonald has made guest appearances on "News Radio" and "The Larry Sanders Show." His feature film work includes
a co-starring role in "Billy Madison" with
Adam Sandler and Milos Foreman's "The
People vs. Larry Flynt."
MacDonald wrote and stars in the
feature film "Dirty Work," directed by
Bob Saget, which is due out in April. He
will also be heard as the voice of the dog
in the Eddie Murphy remake "Dr. Dolittle" this summer.

Canadian-born comedian and "Saturday Night Live" cast member Norm
MacDonald will be at the Maine Center for the Arts Monday,Feb. 16 at8 p.m.
(Courtesy photo.)
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• In theaters

Deep-sea thriller makes poor use ofstock effects
I'm not revealing anything by saying the
mercenaries are intent on looting the ship
and with the co-conspiratorial efforts of the
"Deep Rising"is such an obvious patch- ship's designer, Canton (Anthony Heald),
work of other movies that it's really quite they'll blow it up to collect the multi-million
staggering. I've seen about every monster dollar insurance policy the ship has on it.
movie ever made, and they are all here in However, the heist becomes the least of
this silly, water-logged sci-fi thriller writ- their problems as they are greeted with pure
ten and directed by Stephen Sommers("The carnage upon their arrival to the ship.
From here on in,"Deep Rising" could
Jungle Book," "The Adventures of Huck
pass for any other schlocky genre piece.
Finn").
I didn't expect much in sitting down for Its monster is a giant squid beast with
"Deep Rising," but at the very least, I ex- snapping tentacles that appear to have a
pected to be entertained by glossy clichés life of their own.There are a lot of characand special effects, and I got that in some ters who meet with gruesome demises,but
measure. But the film is so uneven and not before going into a dark corridor alone,
foolish that!couldn't quite indulge as much or saying lines like "Did you hear somein the story's stupidity as!wanted.It all goes thing?" or "I have a bad feeling about
something like this: A team of mercenaries, this." It got to the point where I wished the
led by Wes Studi ("The Last of the Mohi- squid would just kill everyone so I
cans") head off into the high seas in a high- wouldn't have to listen to lines like,"They
powered boat operated by a man named drink you alive!"
"Deep Rising" has a surprisingly strong
Finnegan (Treat Williams) to find a cruise
cast. Williams, who has been playing the
ship.
Other members ofFinnegan's crew have smirking villain in such films as "The
unpleasant dealings with the mercenaries, Devil's Own" and "The Phantom," obviwho are hush-hush about their mission, but ously wanted this to be his breakthrough
they have an arsenal of automatic weapons as an action hero, but this isn't the right
and torpedoes on board, which indicates to film for him. He looks too much like a
the ultra-intelligent crew that they may be Wall Street businessman to play a characup to some mischief. Meanwhile,the luxury ter like Finnegan. He does a fine job with
liner they are pursuing has been ravaged by what he has to work with, but he looks out
something which has killed everyone on of place. Wes Studi, a past Oscar nominee, plays the head of the mercenaries
board but a handful of survivors.
By Greg Dowling
Maine Campus staff

Streetcar

money on a film as ridiculous as "Deep
Rising."This is yet another example where
technology does not triumph over script,
direction, and acting. The pace is quite
lethargic in the film's mid-section, and
although the film has an exciting climax,
it's too little too late. I just sat there marveling at the film's shocking lack ofimagination.
This film also pales when I think back to
a creature thriller like "Mimic," which has
plenty of gooey special effects, but it also
has intelligent characters,plausible dialogue,
and some semblance of plot logic. "Deep
Rising" wants to see how far it can get on its
effects alone,andjudging by its current boxoffice gross, that's not very far.

Grade: D+

THINK
You
HAVE

Pe?

from page 14

asshole. He can make you laugh or he can
make you cringe, depending on how honest with yourself you care to be.
Basically, if you want to laugh and
you want to cry, you have until Feb. 22 to
catch "A Streetcar Named Desire" at the
Penobscot Theatre Company's Bangor
Opera House. A great cast combines with
an American classic to provide an enjoyable night out.

with equal uncertainty. He has the dark,
forbidding eyes of a villain, but he's given
very little to do here. There's also Famke
Janssen("GoldenEye")as a beautiful thief,
and Kevin J. O'Connor("Color of Night"),
who offers the film's best performance,
albeit a strictly comical one. Djimon Hounsou, who has gained great acclaim for his
passionate performance in "Amistad,"
plays one of the mercenaries effectively,
but he's too much of a stock characterization to make an impression.
The show is the special effects, which
are very good, and it's clear that the film
had considerable financial backing. The
lashing tentacles,exploding ships and gore
effects are all very dazzling, but we've
seen it all before. I just don't understand
why any producer would spend so much

Performances are Thursdays at 7 p.m.,
Fridays at 8 p.m., Saturdays at 8:30 p.m.
and Sundays at 2 p.m. Ticket prices range
from $10 to $18.50 and can be purchased
at the box office Tuesday through Sunday from noon to 6 p.m., or by calling
942-3333.
On nights when the show is not sold
out, student rush tickets are available for
only $3.

is looking
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he Herbal Tea
w Tobacco Co.
76 Columbia St. Bangor • Open 121± to 8:00 p.m
WATER PIPES

BLOWN MASS
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All pipes are strictly intended for tobacco use Must be 18 Must Have Photo ID.

Bear Brew Pub
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A Four Course Meal Including:
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40% Off
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• Academy Awards

Blockbuster ties record with 14 nominations
BEVERLY HILLS,Calif.(AP)— "Ti- Robert Forster from "Jackie Brown," Antanic," the epic account of a fateful love thony Hopkins from "Amistad," Greg
affair on the doomed ocean liner,captured Kinnear from "As Good As It Gets" and
a record-tying 14 Academy Award nomi- Robin Williams from "Good Will Huntnations today, including a nomination for ing."
James Cameron, the driving force bebest picture, actress and director.
the $200 million "Titanic," received
hind
Will
"L.A. Confidential" and "Good
nominations — as producer of the
two
Hunting" each received nine nominations,
for best picture, and as the film's
film
including best picture. The other best picHe was not nominated for the
director.
Gets"
ture nominees were "As Good As It
script.
film's
MonFull
and, in a mild surprise, "The
Cameron will face for the directing
ty."
Peter Cattaneo for "The Full MonOscar,
nomiwas
"Titanic's" Kate Winslet
Van Sant for "Good Will HuntGus
ty,"
Helena
were
nated for best lead actress, as
Hanson for "L.A. ConfidenCurtis
ing,"
the
of
Bonham Carter in "The Wings
Egoyan for "The Sweet
Atom
and
tial"
"Afterglow,"
Dove," Julie Christie in
Hearafter."
Helen
and
Brown"
Judi Dench in "Mrs.
Among those missing from the AcadeHunt in "As Good As It Gets."
Award nominations were Steven Spielmy
in
role
self-financed
Duvall's
Robert
whose "Amistad" was not selected
berg,
lead
best
a
him
earned
"The Apostle"
picture and who did not receive a
best
for
DaMatt
face
will
He
nomination.
actor
bid. The critically acclaimed
director
best
Peter
Hunting,"
Will
"Good
mon from
also did not receive any
Storm"
Ice
"The
HoffDustin
Gold,"
s
"Ulee'
Fonda from
nominations.
Jack
and
Dog"
the
"Wag
man from
"Titanic's" other nominations came
Nicholson from "As Good As It Gets."
art direction, cinematography, cosfor
Oscar
14
get
to
film
other
The only
nominations was "All About Eve," re- tume design,editing, makeup,score,song
leased in 1950. The most wins for a single ("My Heart Will Go On"),sound, sound
film is held by 1959's "Ben-Hur," with effects editing and visual effects.
Ms. Stuart, a star in the '30s who had
11.
The 87-year-old Gloria Stuart in "Ti- all but retired from films a half-century
tanic" was nominated for best supporting ago, becomes the oldest performer nomiactress. Also nominated in the category nated for an acting award, the Academy
were Joan Cusack in "In & Out," Minnie said.
Two of 1997's highest-grossing films
Driver in "Good Will Hunting," Julianne
to collect any top nominations.
failed
Kim
and
Nights"
"Boogie
in
Moore
"Men in Black" and "The Lost World:
Basinger in "L.A. Confidential."
Burt Reynolds was nominated for best Jurassic Park" combined for four minor
supporting actor for "Boogie Nights." selections.
The foreign-language films honored
The other nominees in the category were

Crew Members from the
U.S.S. Maine to speak about

"Submarine
Life"

Wednesday
February 11, 1998
115 D.P.Corbett
7:00 PM
Sponsored by the Guest Lecture Series

were Germany's "Beyond Silence," Holland's "Character," Brazil's "Four Days
in September," Spain's "Secrets of the
Heart" and Russia's "The Thief."
The script by actors Damon and Ben
Affleck for "Good Will Hunting" was
named in the original screenplay competition. The other nominees were scripts for
"As Good As It Gets," "Boogie Nights,"
"The Full Monty" and Woody Allen's
"Deconstructing Harry."
The adapted screenplay nominees were
"Donnie Brasco," "L.A. Confidential,"
"The Sweet Hearafter," "The Wings of
the Dove" and "Wag the Dog," the timely story about a presidential sex scandal.
With his nomination for "As Good As
It Gets," Nicholson passed Laurence Olivier for the most nominations, 11, for a
male performer. Allen's writing nomination, his 13th, put him past Billy Wilder
for the most screenplay nominations.
Already on pace to become history's
highest-grossing movie, "Titanic" may
have relatively little to gain from the publicity of the Academy Awards. Not so for
"L.A. Confidential."

The box-office behemoth and the underachieving darling of the critics have
different things to gain from the Oscars.
"Titanic" has been the nation's most
popular film for two months, earning
$337.5 million in North America alone. In
part because of today's high ticket prices,
only three films in history have ever
grossed more.
"L.A. Confidential" grossed $41.6
million, not bad for a period drama with an
ensemble cast but not a breakout hit despite its accolades. The story of 1950s Los
Angeles police won best-picture awards
from the National Society of Film Critics,
New York Film Critics Circle, Los Angeles Film Critics Association and the National Board of Review.
"Forrest Gump" is a recent exception.
"Star Wars" and "E.T. The Extra-Terrestrial" — Nos. 1 and 2 on the all-time
box-office lists — also were nominated
for best picture but neither film won the
top prize.
The 70th annual Academy Awards
show will be held at the Shrine Auditorium on March 23.

• Nielsens

CBS rides Olympic fever
NEW YORK (AP) — CBS brought
home the ratings gold despite a sluggish
start to the Winter Olympics, while the
chilly reunion of Nancy Kerrigan and Tonya Harding helped Fox push ABC into
fourth place.
Heavy snow in Nagano has wreaked
havoc on CBS's Olympic coverage, which
has averaged a 16.1 rating and 26 share
through Monday night's events.
That's a sharp drop from Lillehammer
in 1994, where the Harding-Kerrigan controversy pushed ratings to 24.0 with a 36
share through the first Monday. The Albertville Olympics in 1992 opened with a
19.0 rating and 29 share during the same
period.
But it was enough to enable CBS to
win the first week of the February
"sweeps" period, where ratings are used
to help set advertising rates. It had an 11.9
rating and 19 share for the week.
NBC, with "ER" and "Seinfeld" in
their customary spots at the top of the
ratings, was second with a 10.6 rating and
17 share. Fox's 8.1 rating and 13 share
was third, followed by ABC's 7.5 rating
and 12 share.

III II II

It was the second time this television
season that Fox had beaten ABC. Fox's
two-hour "Breaking the Ice" special with
the feuding figure skaters was the 23rd
highest rated show of the week, despite
competing with NBC's powerful Thursday night lineup.
An episode of "The X-Files" written
by Stephen King finished 1 1 th for the
week, and drew more viewers aged 18-49
on Sunday than the Olympics.Fox's "Ally
McBeal" also broke the top 25 with its
highest ratings ever last week.
The WB's new teen soap opera,"Dawson's Creek," was again the highest-rated
show on the two emerging networks. The
WB had a 3.5 rating and 5 share, while
UPN had a 2.4 rating and 4 share.
For the week of Feb. 2-8, the top 10
shows, their networks and ratings were:
"ER," NBC,21.9; "Seinfeld," NBC,
21.1;"Winter Olympics"(Sunday),CBS,
20.2; "Veronica's Closet," NBC, 17.4;
"Winter Olympics"(Friday),CBS,17.1;
"Friends," NBC, 17.0; "60 Minutes,"
CBS, 17.0; "Frasier" (Thursday), NBC,
16.0; "Dateline NBC"(Tuesday), NBC,
14.1; "Frasier," NBC, 13.2.

Performing this week

- Train
TGIF
JAZZ
Fridays at 12:15 pm in the
Damn Yankee, Memorial Union

February 13
Co-sponsored by The Union
Board: DIVERSIONS and the
Center for Students and
Community Life
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• Men's hockey

Maine builds toward future, strengthens its defense
Dimatrakos acknowledged the distracsoft hands. He can go end-to-end and has
tions he would have faced had he decided
excellent vision.
"He does things you just can't coach." to attend college locally and said Maine
Gardner said several schools were was the best environment for him.
The University of Maine men's hock"I had to get away from the bad crowd,so
ey team continues to solidify its defen- looking into his star defenseman, but
sive unit for next year as highly-skilled UMaine's location and the atmosphere it getting away from Boston was a good thing,"
defenseman Niko Dimatrakos said he will provides played a critical role in the final Dimatrakos said."IfI went to BC or BU,I'd
have my old buddies over all the time and it
drape himself in Black Bear blue next decision.
"He looked at BU, BC, UMass-Low- would be a distraction and I couldn't conseason.
Dimatrakos was in Orono last Thurs- ell and some western schools," Gardner centrate on school and hockey.
"Maine is a good choice for me. The
day night to catch the game against North- said. "But the best thing for him was to
tradition also helped make the decision.
eastern and said he made his decision get away from the Boston area.
"If he stayed in Boston he would hook It just feels like a family in Maine."
prior to the contest.
Dimatrakos has racked up 25 points,
"I told coach Walsh before the game," up with his old crowd he used to run with
Dimatrakos said. "I am excited to come at Matignon (a private school in Mass.). including 10 goals, in just 17 games this
They aren't scumbags, but he'd be in an season. Gardner says he caters more to an
up."
Maine coaches could not comment on environment which would cause distrac- offensive-minded defenseman and reaped
nothing but praise for the 18-year-old
the matter as NCAA rules prohibit them tions."
The Sommerville, Mass., native at- Massachusetts native.
from talking about recruits before the
"The only other player I've coached
official signing period, which takes place tended Matignon for a year, but had problems centering around academics, which that is better than him is Brian Leetch (of
in April.
Dimatrakos has been starring for Avon resulted in him leaving for Avon Old the New York Rangers)," Gardner said.
"However, Niko does some Leetch-like
Old Farms, a Division I prep school lo- Farms.
"He came to Avon and his academic things out there. His natural instincts are
cated in Connecticut, where he is one of
record cleaned up," Gardner said. "He great and he has great sense with the
the team's leading scorers.
"He is a weapon," Avon coach John needed structure and discipline in order puck."
Gardner said he has been using DiGardner said."He is a smooth skater with to succeed in college. He's done well."
By Bill Stewart
Maine Campus staff

matrakos on the power play where his
crisp vision enables him to excel.
"He's worked the power play," Gardner said. "He has great vision and is an
extremely talented player. He's not a real
huge kid, but he is real solid, physically
solid. He is just tremendous with the
puck."
Dimatrakos said he expects to step in
right away next year and contribute to the
team.
"I think I can come in and step in and
play," Dimatrakos said."I want to step in
and I want to win a national title."
Between the Pipes
Dimatrakos isn't the only big name to
join the Black Bear family as goalie Mike
Morrison has verbally committed to attend UMaine.
Morrison, 18, of Medford, Mass., has
been starring at Phillips Exeter Academy
in Exeter, N.H., where he has posted a
10-7-2 record.
Morrison, along with current goalie
Alfie Michaud and recently signed Matt
Yeats,should provide a formidable punch
in net next year.

• Women's hockey

Oliver:'We have a deep-set hatred for Bowdoin'
By Dave Bailey
Maine Campus staff
To say the University of Maine women's hockey team is fired up about tonight's matchup with Bowdoin College
at Alfond Arena would be a gross understatement.
"We have a deep-set hatred for Bowdoin," Maine goaltender Amy Oliver said.
"They think they're better than we are in
more ways than one.
"It's a classist thing. They figure that
because they go to a more expensive
school that they're better than we are."

Third-place Maine (5-5-2, 3-5-1 in's players, especially after the Black
ECAC Alliance) and second-place Bow- Bears defeated the Polar Bears last seadoin(7-8-1,6-4-1)arejockeying for play- son.
off position in the Alliance's East divi"One thing that we noticed is that
sion. Only the top two teams in the divi- they're not a team," she said."They startsion can qualify.
ed yelling at each other. That's one thing
How deep does the animosity toward that's great about our team: No matter
one another exist? Not even the uniforms how much the score might be down and
are left out of this rivalry, according to how much we might be losing by, we still
Oliver.
stick together as a team.
"It's also that they wear black. They
"That was the thing we hated about
think they're bad-asses like the Boston [Bowdoin]. They're not even a team.
Bruins," she said.
They're playing as individuals.[They're]
Maine forward and captain Alana very selfish."
Ahearn noted the selfishness of Bowdo"They think they own the world,"
Maine defenseman Stephanie Gabriele
said. "They're going to come into our
rink thinking it's going to be a cakewalk,
and we're not going to let them do that.
"We're going to show them who's
boss."
Oliver recalled how the Polar Bears
wouldn't let up, even during blowouts.
"[Bowdoin] was beating us 8-1 my
freshman or sophomore year and they
would charge the net and stick me while
I was playing goal," Oliver said."They'd
come in with their sticks and jab me in
the crotch and arms."
Both players and fans are apt to step it
up to the next level whenever these two
teams clash.

"It's like the [men's hockey] rivalry
between Maine and BU," Ahearn said.
"Every time we go down there, their fans
just go crazy, because they don't like the
University of Maine hockey team, just
like we don't like their hockey team."
"It's a more physical game when we
play Bowdoin," Gabriele said. "We're
out to kill each other."
The two coaches tried to downplay
any rivalry talk, however.
"We don't even think[about the rivalry]," Maine head coach Rick Filighera
said. "I think maybe the players thought
more about the rivalry the last time we
played them, but this time we're more
focused on a playoff spot.
"There is a rivalry because [we're
playing] a Maine school, but primarily
right now the playoffs are our focus,"
Bowdoin head coach Fred Quistgard said.
The last time Maine played Bowdoin
was at Brunswick Dec. 3, when the Polar
Bears doubled up the Black Bears 6-3.
"The rivalry was there, but the intensity wasn't," Ahearn said. "I don't think
that everybody was anticipating that Bowdoin would be even a competitor.
"It was early in the season, and we
were trying to get used to our systems
See HOCKEY on page 17

FROM THE DEN

Maine goalie Amy Oliver is rather candid on her views toward Bowdoin.(Caleb
Raynor photo.)

The largest home crowd the University of
Maine men's ice hockey team ever drew
was 7,001 against Northern Michigan at
Portland on Nov.23,1990.The largest crowd
at the Alfond was 5,587 versus Boston
University on Nov. 8, 1997.
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Hockey

from page 17

and things like that.
"But we're definitely clicking as a
team, and everybody knows how much
we hate Bowdoin. You can feel it in the
locker room, the intensity and the hatred
steaming up in people."
Bowdoin is led by senior right wing
Kacy White, who has scored 10 goals and
5 assists so far this season.
"[White's] smart in the offensive end
[and] has a pretty good nose for the net,"
Quistgard said."She's one of the players
on our team that's pretty confident at
attacking the net. She doesn't sit back,
she goes after the goals."
In order for Bowdoin to come out on
top, the Polar Bears will have to find a

way to overcome the Black Bears' containment system.
"We've got to work the puck well,"
Quistgard said. "When we have played
well, we've worked the puck inside and
attacked the goalies.
"But if we stay on the perimeter and
don't get inside for some good shots,
then it'll be a lot more of a battle."
Finding a way to stop Maine forward
Alison Lorenz (23-12-35) will also be a
top priority.
"We obviously have to handle Alison
Lorenz," Quistgard said. "She's a good
sniper, and when she has the puck anywhere near the net there's a good chance
of it going in."

Women's Basketball
Preview
What: Maine (15-5, 10-3 America East) @ Boston University (6-15,4-9 AE).
When: Thursday at 7 p.m. in Boston, Mass.
Who: Maine:Cindy Blodgett(27.5 ppg,4.94apg,.853free throw pct.),Jamie Cassidy
(18.6 ppg, 8.6 rpg, 1.60 blocks), Amy Vachon (7.05 apg, 2.4 steals;
Boston University: Jamie Nicholls (14.0 ppg,.422 field goal pct.,.765 free throw
pct.), Alison Dixon (12.0 ppg,.81 blocks), Cara Millett(2.05 steals, 5.1 steals).
The Lowdown: With Blodgett back on the offensive track, the Bears will look to
extend their two-game winning streak. BU has lost two in a row after a three-game win
streak, and will need to play their best basketball in order to stay close. Historically,
Maine has trounced the Terriers, not allowing them over 50 points in both games last
year. Maine can't afford a letdown, with Vermont still on top of the divison with a 1/
2 game lead.

BECOME A REGISTERED
SPORTS COACH
A GREAT ADDITION TO YOUR RESUME
OR PORTFOLIO

• Indoor track

Track teams sweep weekend
By Eden Hindley
and Steve Hedlund
Maine Campus staff
The University of Maine women's
track and field team crushed Central Connecticut Saturday and broke numerous
meet records in the process.
Leading the team was co-captain Maegan Limoges, who won the 200m(26.17),
and Maggie Vandenberg, who won the
400m (59.22).
Also turning in stellar performances
for the Bears were Karen Noyes, who
won the 500m (1:20.61), and Vanessa
McGowan, who took first in the 800m
(2:19.55).
However,the list of first-place finishers does not end there.
Nichol Stevens won the mile run
(5:12.17)and Johanna Riley captured the
long jump (17'11 1/2").
The 4x220 yd relay team (Limoges,
McGowan,Noyes and Vandenberg)won
in a time of 1:45.30. The 4x440 yd relay
team, consisting of Vandenberg,
McGowan,Riley and Noyes,also placed
first in 4:06.49. The 4x880 yd relay
team of Stevens,Jaclyn Maurer,Danielle
Donovan and Nancy Towns won in
9:55.92
Katie d'Entremont placed first in the
20 lb. weight throw with a meet, fieldhouse and university record 48'11 3/4"
toss.
Riley won the 60 yd hurdles, earning
her a meet and university record with a
time of 8.52.
Men
The UMaine women and men travel to
Boston this weekend to compete in the
St. Valentine's Invitational. Both teams
are preparing for the America East Cham-

pionships, which will be held at Boston
University Feb. 21.
By winning twelve of seventeen
events, the men's track and field team
comfortably defeated Central Connecticut by 32 points in the final home dual
meet of the indoor season.
Senior captain Neil Willey scored a
meet-high twelve points by winning the
pole vault(14'6"), placing second in the
60 yd hurdles (8.44) and finishing third
in the high jump (6'2 1/2") and shot put
(42'8").
Junior Josh Mishou also stole the show
by sprinting a fieldhouse record in the
200m (22.3)after edging out a first in the
60 yd dash (6.59).
Derek Davis leaped to another victory
in the high jump (6'8 1/2"), and Peter
Phelan snagged a win in the 60 yd hurdles
(8.01), and a second in the triple jump
(43'9").
In the field events,jumpers Brian Bonser, David Hall and Eric Hall brought in
eight points, while throwers Chris Henninger and Rob Powell grabbed four. The
middle-distance runners also made a
strong showing.
Aaron Clark picked up a win in the
400m (54.08). Thinh Ly and Joe Moody
cruised to comfortable victories in the
800m (1:56.6) and 1000m (2:30.8), respectively. Mike Collins reeled in his
competitor to win the 3000m (8:55.9)
after finishing second in the mile
(4:20.3).
Steven Hedlund captured a victory in
the mile (4:18.8) and a second in the
800m (2:00.8). The mile relay team
(Clark,Kermit Brawner, Moody,Ly)and
the two mile relay team (Preston Ringo,
Pat Larkin, Stephen Seeback, Hedlund)
swept CCU as the meet came to an end.

ag0-2-klikAg
$100 OFF &
24 HOURS OF
FREE DRINKS!

UMaine Sports:
the victory, the

7 nights from S299!

The Maine Center for Coaching Education offers the three
courses required for high school coaching eligibility in Maine
and many other states:
*Coaching Principles Saturday, March 21
Saturday, March 28
*Sports First Aid
Saturday, March 28
'American Heart

9 am - 3:30 pm
9 am - noon
2 pm - 6 pm

'Earn Certification and Listing in the American Sport
Education Program National Registry of Qualified Coaches
•Gain Information and Skills Essential to Becoming a
Meaningful, Caring, and Effective Coach
Costs:
Coaching Principles
Sport First Add
CPR

Includes RT air, hotel, 24 hours of free
drinks and weekly party schedule of
spring break *vents! Organize 15
friends and EARN A FREE TRIP!
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All Courses Taught by American Sport Education Program
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• Men's basketball

Bears look to rebound against the surging Terriers
By Jim Davis
Maine Campus staff
Improvement and a conference win
over rival Boston University Thursday
night are two goals that the University of
Maine men's basketball team hopes to
execute as the Black Bears enter their
final homestand of the season.
"This is a weekend we've been looking forward to for a long time," head
coach John Giannini said.
Thursday's game is a rematch of a
January 2 contest, in which the Terriers
handed the Black Bears a 79-64 loss in
Boston.
In that game, 6-foot-10 center Joey
Beard and 6-1 guard Billy Beal poured in
20 points apiece to hand Maine its seventh loss of the season.
Maine has played every team in
America East close, but the games have
too often resulted in defeats. That outcome hasn't distracted the team from its
goals.
"BU is definitely a team that we can
beat," Black Bear guard Dade Faison
said. "It comes down to turnovers and
getting key rebounds."
Maine enters the game next to last in
the rebounding margin while the Terriers
are first in that category, collecting almost three more boards per game than
their opponents.
Faison said he believes Maine forward Allen Ledbetter, who is currently

Men's basketball coach John Giannini will have his team ready to play when
Boston University comes to town Thursday.(Caleb Raynor photo.)
ranked fourth in the nation with 11.3
rebounds per game, will be able to control the glass just as he has all season.
"I give Allen a lot of credit, he can
hold his own down there," Faison said.
The Terriers (12-10, 7-6 America
East) enter Thursday's game on a twogame winning streak, including an 8472 downing of Hartford and a 78-67
victory over third-place Vermont. Beal
nailed 26 points in the effort.

The Terriers have inched their way into
fourth place in the conference, thanks in
part to the accomplishments of 6-6 senior
forward Walter Brown,who leads the team
in points (14.6) and rebounds (9). Other
Terriers have also impressed this season,
including Beard (12.8 ppg), Beal (12.6
ppg), and Lavar Folk (10.6 ppg).
BU was picked first in the America
East preseason poll for the second year in
a row by coaches and media, so it doesn't

come as any surprise that the Terriers are
making a late season push heading into
the playoffs, Giannini said.
"BU was picked to win the conference, and I still believe they have the
personnel to win the whole thing," Giannini said.
Maine(6-16,3-11)suffered two more
close defeats this past weekend, a 78-69
defeat to Towson and a tough 67-63 loss
to first-place Delaware.
Maine has lost four conference games
in the past three weeks by an average
margin of four points.
Losing a slew of close games doesn't
have the team feeling sorry for itself. In
fact, Faison believes if the team learns
from the mistakes it has made in the
past,it has the opportunity to make some
noise heading into the final stretch of
America East play.
"Our biggest goal is to get better,"
Faison said."Win or lose, we want to be
the toughest team on the court."
The Black Bears have posted a solid
5-4 record at home,including conference
wins over Hartford, UNH and Vermont,
all teams with respectable records.
Faison is hopeful that playing in Alfond Arena Thursday and Saturday will
give his team a needed boost, as they will
close out the regular season on the road
entering the America East playoffs.
"Basically, the way it's been going is
that if you're at home, then you win,"
Faison said.

Does Your Heart Good.
HAVE
CONDON/1
SENSE.

American Heart
Association v
DUBAY AUTO PARTS

15 S. Water St.
1NAPAIAUTO PAIlS Old
Town, ME 04468

atchin6 X0111.1

827-5593

"We Keep America Running."
Hours:
Mon.-Fri. 7a.m.-5:30p.m.
Sat: 8a.m.-5p.m.
Sun: 9a.m.-3p.m.
(excluding sale items)

Student Disc unts!

7 DAYS
A WEEK
OPEN Mon.
thru Thurs. 7am to IIpm

Hair & Tanning Salon
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Old Town, Me.
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• Baseball

Retired baseball stars want their share
OAKLAND,Calif.(AP)— A lawyer
for disgruntled former baseball players
suing for more royalty money said today
the case was essentially about "cheating
and a cover-up of that cheating."
In his closing argument, lawyer
Ronald Katz portrayed one of the plaintiffs, 84-year-old Pete Coscarart, as an
honest, humble man who stood up to
major league baseball.
"Maybe they thought they could fool
Mr.Coscarart," Katz told thejury."Maybe they thought he wouldn't be tough
enough to come back to them."
Martin Glick, representing Major
League Baseball Properties, was scheduled to give his closing arguments later
today.
Coscarart, who helped the Brooklyn
Dodgers win an NL pennant in 1941, is
among 384 players who sued in Alameda
County Superior Court claiming they
were cheated out of royalties by major

C
HELP
WANTED
Alaska summer employment fishing industry. Excellent earnings & benefits potential. All major employers.
Ask us now! 517-324-3115
ext. A50671
Summer camp counselors
needed for Premiere Camps
in Massachusetts. Positions
for talented, energetic, and
fun loving students as counselors in all team sports including roller hockey, all individuals sports such as tennis
& golf, waterfront and pool
activities and specialty activities including art, dance, theatre, gymnastics, newspapers
& radio. Salaries, room, board
and travel. June 20th- August
19th. Enjoy a great summer
that promises to be unforgettable. Mah-Kee-Nac (Boys): 1800-753-9118 Danbee (Girls):
1 -800- 392 - 3 75 2 .
www.campkn.com
Hockey: Director & Instructors:Camp Canadensis, A Premier children's coed residential camp in PA seeks a director
& instructors to teach hockey
skills, set up & coachleagues &
oversee hockey programs. Excellent facilities & salary. 6/
20/98-- 8/17/98. 800-8328228
500 Summer Jobs/ 50 camps/
you chose NY,PA, New England.
Instructors needed: Tennis,
Roller-Hockey, Basketball, Lifeguards, WSI, Baseball, Gymnastics, Sailing, Outdoor Ed. Arlene
Streisand 1-800-443-

league baseball.
The suit hinges on how much baseball
has profited from licensing the names
and likenesses of former major leaguers
on products ranging from baseball cards
to decorative pins and popcorn tins.
Coscarart, a former second baseman
and career .243 hitter who also played for
the Pittsburgh Pirates, agreed in 1994 to
let his image and name be marketed.
He was shocked when his first royalty
check from major league baseball in 1995
totaled only $170.
"I'm too old to work," said Coscarart, who dabbled in real estate following
his playing years but recently has been
weakened by two heart attacks. "I need
the money."
Others involved in the suit include
Lou Brock, Willie Stargell, Ted Williams and Carl Yastrzemski. The players
want unspecified damages from baseball
and its licensing arm, MLBP.

55
Summer Jobs w/ Upward
Bound. Work w/ high school
students on UMaine campus.
We need Language Arts, Foreign Language, Mathematics,
Science Teachers & TAs, Integrated Curriculum Specialist,
Residential Tutor Counselors
(TCs), Resident Director, Work
exp. coordinators (2 poitions),
Volunteer exp. coordinator,
Workshop coordinator, Nurse/
Health Educator, Weekend
Camping Trips Coordinators.
Summer work-study esp. helpful. Excellent professsional exp.
room & board avl. for some positions. Details/ application: Upward Bound; 226 Chadbourne
Hall; UMaine. 581-2522
Critical thinkers wanted to attend
and consider a lecture by John
Hannah PHD.Damn Yankee 7:30
Feb 19

APARTMENTS
Roommate wanted: 1 br in
Orono house with wshr/dryer,
backyard, deck. Grad student
pref. $220/mo. 866-060
2 bdrm Bangor 309 State 3rd
floor, heat, hw incl new paint
& carpet sunny $420 & secur
dep 947-1255 lv msg

Katz told jurors when the trial began
Jan. 27 that baseball's overall licensing
profit was likely a "huge amount" but
remained unknown since the league has
been hiding some of its accounting.
Glick countered that all 384 players
have been paid royalties fairly and on time.
Some confusion, he said, may have
arisen because of the various ways that
royalty money has been doled out since
the MLBP struck the deal with retired
players in 1989. Money has been evenly
distributed some years, but in others,

Hall of Famers received more.
Glick said some licensing agreements
— particularly with baseball card companies in the early 1990s — made money.
But others didn't, he said, holding up for
jurors an oversized popcorn tin and a
gaudy $700 chess board with pieces depicting old-time players.
A drop in the demand for baseball
cards, the withdrawal of famous players
like Bob Gibson and Ernie Banks and the
strike of 1994-95 all whittled away at
profits, Glick said.

Your opinion matters
Write a letter to the editor.
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Large bedroom in modern,
clean, quiet townhouse. 1 mi.
to UM. Share kit., Liv., 2 bath,
laundry $225.mo. ALL 827-6212

Join GAB & chat w/an intl student 4 at least 1hr/wk over coffee, converse, activities, etc.. Call
OIP 1-1585

Rent free 1/2 month 5 rooms FLOWERS Will be selling Roses &
2/3 bdrms includes all utilities taking orders for Valentines Fri Feb
washer/dryer, parking, patio, 6 in the union;8-5 or call 866-2080
yard $600 469-7839
Submarine Life. Crew memOrono roomate wnted to share bers from USS Maine speak of
large apt, walk to UMO, park- life on a Nuclear Sub. Wed Feb.
ing, washer/dryer. $250 in- 11, 115 dpc 7:00 p.m.
cludes all util's&HT 866-0611
Classic Rock n Roll Band Arizona
3-4 Bedroom LARGE sunny ready to book your party/wedrooms $550 &electricity, wood ding/six piece band reasonable
floors, parking, nice neighbor- rates 989-2254
hood 469-7839
Geddy's-thurs-21 & up. $.25
Roomate wanted March 1st / drafts/ $1.50 pitchers. Fri- 18
bedroom $200/ month 1/3 & up. "Beat the clock" specials.
utilities. If interested call pager Sat. 18 & up. $.50 wells
851-0125.
Bear Brew Pub Valentine's
2 ROOMS FOR THE PRICE OF 1. dinner see our ad inside for
LARGE LIV RM. + MED BED- details or call 866-brew
ROOM. SHARE KITCHEN,
BATH. LAUNDRY $250. MO Congratulations to Hillary, Jess,
ALL...827-3225.
Katie, Melissa, Joanna, Julie, Jen,
Jamie, Tanya, Elaine, Rebecca &
Teresa. Welcome to Gamma
Sigma Sigma!
MI SC
I-Party now you can too. Kick
ass. Change the world, do it
& do it now. Independent
party. Maine 827-9879

LG room for rent in Old Town. LATE KNIGHTS. TONIGHT for
$240/month all util incl. Share 12am- 2am in to 91.9 WMEB as
bath & kitchen. Call 866-2449. Matt, Chad, and Ethan destroy
Orono: Apartments for next everything that is holy about
fall, intown locations. No pets. conventional radio. Alternative
Effic. 1-2-3-4-5 br. 866-2516.
music with character
Small bedroom in modern, clean, USA Students needed! join GAB
quiet townhouse 1 mi. to UM. & Get Acquainted Better w/ an
Share kit., Liv., 2 bath, laundry Intl student. Great 4 resume: call
Tracey @ 1-1585
$175.mo. ALL 827-6212

Us
SPRi NG
BREAK
SPRING BREAK ***DON'T GET
BURNED*** Sun Splash Tours!!
THE RELIABLE SPRING BREAK CO.
12YEARS EXP.Hottest Destinations!
LOWEST PRICES! FREE Trips, PartiesDrinks!!!! SunSplash 1-800-4267710 www.sunsplashtours.com
BREAK '98!!
SPRING
Cancun, Florida, Bahamas,
Jamaica. Group discounts +
free drink parties. Sell 5 +
go for free! Book now!!! 1800-234-7007
#1 SPRING BREAK!! PANAMA
CITY/PADRE *U.S.- #1 DESTINATIONS* Best Western fr: $89/Days
Inn & Ramada fr: $109 FREE TRIP/
PARTIES SunSplash 1-800-426-7710
VVWW.SUNSPLASHTOURS.COM
**SPRING BREAK '98 SPE24 HOURS OF FREE
CIALS**
DRINKS in Cancun!21 HOURS OF
FREE DRINKS and $50 discount w/
student I.D. to the Bahamas! No
second semester price increases!
Sell only 15 trips & travel free! Call
CLASS TRAVEL, North America's
largeststudent tour operator! CALL
NOW! 1-800-838-6411

FOR SALE

Spring Break '98! Panama City
beach front hotels fr $99!7 nights
Computer parts and Laptops beach front, free drink parties, &
for sale. and low, low prices. free cover @ best bars! 1-800234-7007
Contact Dave at 866-3652
CABIN IN GREENBUSH.2BR IN
GREAT CONDITION. 20 MIN.
TO CAMPUS $16,800 941-9531
1987 Chev 510 Blazer 4wd automatic trans. 119000 miles
$2500 obo Paul 827-80451-1072

PERSONALS
Norm Macdonald in the MCA
Feb. 16....See ad inside..ttyb:
The Union Board!

